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PREFACE.

In order that this little work may be of general utility, the author

has carefully endeavoured to collect and explain clearly those

facts universally accepted as the ground-work of Harmony, rather

than bring forward any special opinions he himself may have

formed. He therefore hopes that it will be found suitable as

a preparatory textbook to ayiy standard work on the same

subject of a more advanced type:" The system of naming Inter-

vals hitherto used in this Primer not having proved generally

acceptable, in this and all future issues the nomenclature will be

that commonly used in Eqglish Institutions and Examinations.

As the art of Harmony cannot be learnt without a master,

the author trusts he may be allowed to suggest that teachers

will lessen their own labour and advance their pupils' progress

by dividing each lesson into three portions ; in the first, the

master should read a chapter or part of a chapter wilh his

pupil, explaining away difficulties and enlarging on those

subjects which have been necessarily only treated concisely

;

in the second, the pupil shruld be assisted in preparing an

exercise ; in the third, he should be catechised in the manner

shown at the close of eveLy chapter.
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HARMONY.

CHAPTER I.

1. The studj' of Harmony, in its common acceptation,

includes the following subjects :

—

a. The method on which chords are constructed and
classified.

h. The relation of successive chords to each other; called

also, harmonic progression.

c. The art of writing progressions grammatically.

2. The first two of the above may be called the analytical

study of harmony; the last, the practical. Many people can
analyse music who are unable to compose it.

3. But when we come to consider the nature of the construc-

tion of a chord we find that one fact is common to all—namely,
they are made up of scale-sounds.

It is self-evident that this must be the case, because the scale

is, as it were, the material of which chords are, and can only

be made.

4. Hence it becomes neccssarj' to consider the form of the

SCALE before studying the construction of chords.

5. But if we again think over the nature of a chord we shall

find that the notes forming it not only have certain relation to a

scale, taken all together, but that they have a relation of distance

from each other. For example, the notes of the chord

i
have, as a whole, a close relation to the scale of C ; but they
are between themselves related thus : C to E a major third, E
to G a minor third, and so on.
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Hence it is necessary to study the nature of, and also to

classify Intervals before considering chords.

6. In order to allow reference to be made to the different

degrees of scales without reference to their key, the following
names are in use :

—

Tonic ...

Super-tonic
Mediant
Sub-dominant
Dominant
Super-dominant (sub-mediant
Leading-note (sub-tonic)

xst degree.

2nd degree.
3rd degree.

4th degree.

5th degreR.

6th degree.

7th degree.

MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. What subjects have to be understood before learning
chords ?

A. The nature of scales and intervals.

Q. What have scales to do with chords ?

A . Chords are made up of notes of a scale, and belong to a key.

Q. What have intervals to do with chords ?

A. The notes which form a chord have certain intervals

between them.

Q. What is the mediant of A ?

A. Cfi.

Q. What is the sub-dominant of B^ ?

A. Eb.
Q. What is the dominant of B ?

[The pupil should be made perfectly familiar with these terms.]



CHAPTER II.

7. A Scale is a succession of sounds proceeding by single

degrees or steps.

8. The size of these degrees or steps has varied considerablj'

at different periods of history, and among different nations.

g. One interval, however, in the scale has never varied and
will never do so—namely, the Octave.

10. Hence all discussions on the construction of the scale,

whether scientific or historical, turn upon the question : into

how many portions the interval of an octave ought to be divided.

Theoretically any number of different sounds can exist

between a note and its octave, but practically only a few of

these are available for use.

11. The system of dividing the octave most commonly known
and used in Europe is that of Semitones. Twelve of these

form an octave. A semitone is half a Tone.

12. A scale, all the steps of which are semitones, is called

Chromatic.

13. When a scale is formed by a succession of tones and
semitones, arranged according to definite rules, the scale is

called Diatonic.

14. When a scale contains intervals smaller than a semitone
it is called Enharmonic.
Enharmonic scales are actually now in use amongst some

Asiatic nations and elsewhere. Many enharmonic instruments
are now made in this country. An explanation of the reasons
which prompt mechanists to construct them will be found in

NoveJlo's Music Primer, " The Scientific Basis of Music."

15. A chromatic scale can be formed by using sharps or flats.

Sharps are most commonly used in ascending, flats in descend-
ing, thus :

—

i

Ex. I.

^v~^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^v^ ^"^ '^ "^

i5
~r-> c? V

l ^
rv g? P^ .J ^rj ^J^ -g?"
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The most probable reason for this is that by this means a
smaller number of accidentals is required than would be the
case if we were to ascend by flats and descend by sharps, thus :

—

Ex. 2.

brj \yrj
''g'-a^- I22Z

-t>g^ 1
:]
^> ^'=^

\
-

'TT^

\y^ \y^ go ^o
^1^, ||

^, -^ ^CJ g^ ^^
In Ex. I only ten accidentals are used, but in Ex. 2 twenty.

16. For a similar reason (the avoidance of accidentals) it is a
law that a note influenced by the signature should not be dis-

turbed in a chromatic passage. For example, the chromatic
scale of Eb would be thus written :

—

Ex. 3.

g^ g^ ^-> 7-^^

-^ j^gj r> jfrv

i?=2= ^'S> ^_) rrrj-
\ĉ \> Ĉ O-bg ^j tv

When the student has proceeded farther he will, however,
find that in the descending portion of Ex. 3 the C,7 is often made
Bt] and the G? into FJ, because Bt] is a characteristic note of
the key of C minor, and also Fjf of G minor ; and the keys of C
minor and G minor are both closely related to the key of Eb.
The same slight deviation from the rule given in Sect. 15 will

be traced in all the descending chromatic scales of flat keys.

17. The diatonic scale is of two kinds. Major and Minor.
These are called sometimes the major and minor Modes.

18. The form of the major diatonic scale has remained fixed

for about two centuries. The scale of C is called the normal
diatonic scale, because no sharps or flats are required in its

formation, e.g.—

i
Ex. 4.

-?—
Try IS2I
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19. The minor scale has undergone various changes,

existed long before the major scale in the following form :

—

It

t
-rr isz:

iz2r
122122Z

This was derived from one of tlie ancient Greek systems, and
was afterwards incorporated into the old Church song.

20. The peculiarity of this ancient scale, to our ears, is that

it possesses no leading-note or semitone below the tonic

(suhsemitonium modi).

This leading or characteristic note {noia characteristica) is

an essential feature of the modern form of the scale.

21. It was found that, if a G8 were inserted in tlie scale

given in Ex. 5, the interval from ¥^ to G* would be larger than

a whole tone ; in fact, it would be an augmented tone, and this

interval being at that time considered inadmissible, the F was
raised to Fjf ; so the next form of the minor scale stood thus :

—

Ex.6.

I
rj g<^*^ -^t^So Z2I

't:^"

W -Trr

22. This form (Ex. 6) sounded very pleasant when ascending,

but in descending it so strongly suggested the major scale that

it was altered to this :

—

(Called the Melodic Minor Scale.)Ex. 7.

i -- rj rxszi^ H^' r^
ZiZZl

W
It was argued that a leading-note or note leading up to the

tonic could not possibly be wanted when coming down (Ex. 7),

so G$ might well be made Gt|, and the next note by being made
Fflwould restore the sense of being in the minor mode.
This form of the minor scale is still in common use, but

owing to the gradual introduction by composers of the beautiful

melodic progression

—

Ex. 8.

tf
the mind began to associate Fl] and GJ as essential parts of the

scale of A minor, and although the following

—

Ex. ŵ
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was not so commonly found in melodies as that given in Ex. 8,

it was impossible to object to its admission as a portion of the

mere succession of scale notes.

23. The most modern form of the scale is therefore the fol-

lowing :

—

£j;_ jQ_
(Called the Harmonic Minor Scale.)

i
~r:r -t^ ±Jti=:^ 321

cj c:̂

W zz: s>-^-

24. The above scale (Ex. 10) has, out of its seven notes, six

which also belong to the key of C. Hence it is called the
Relative Minor of the key of C. The same ma}' of course be
said of the form given in Ex. 7.

25. The same scale (Ex. 10) has five notes found also in the
major scale beginning on the same tonic or ke)'-note. Hence it

is closely allie^d to it, and is called the Tonic Minor of the key
of A major.

26. Viewing the relation of these keys from another point, it

may of course be said that C major is the relative major of

A minor, and A major is the tonic major of A minor.

27. We thus get a set of related scales of much importance,

I.

i >-. o ^^ IZZZ
ZZZL

s
-^y

C MAJOR : Tonic major of C minor ; Relative major of A minor.

II.

^ -23
I22Z

=S=2 '
-' g?-^g-^^ • ^^ ^

C MINOR : Tonic minor of C major ; Relative minor of E? major.

III.

iW 1^ rjit,'
izz -Tzr

A MINOR : Relative minor of C major ; Tonic minor of A major.

So many laws of progression and modulation depend upon
the fact that all key-notes and scales are in their order of

succession at the interval of a perfect fifth from each other, that

it will be found of great advantage to the young pupil if he is

taught to consider the key C as a central key, and all the sharp
keys as proceeding from it on the right-hand side, and all flat

keys as proceeding from it on the left-hand side.
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6^2 s o"^^
e^:
o

- , C^ S? '^ X cMMS,
a

S S<i:< E-S

^ § ">

\^ "> °

•S g,.s <

> cuts yi

O

_ S", "> ffl

9-S-

-. C ^ 0)

O C t/1

,
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A merely casual glance at the diagram opposite might lead
the pupil to suppose that, having got into the key at CJ (to the
right hand), he could get no farther, and also that a similar fate

would await him if he unfortunately got into the key of C? (on
the left hand). It is quite clear that no new keys can be formed
on the right hand or left hand of the series, but, if he will

examine it more closely, he will find that the third key from the
left (Db) is practically the same as C| (seven sharps), and also

that the third key from the right-hand side (B) is practically Cb
(seven flats) ; hence it happens that, by merely altering the
names of the notes, the key of seven sharps can be reached
through the fiat keys on the left of C, and similarly the key of

seven flats can be reached through the sharp keys on the right

of C.

Whether he should proceed to the left by fifths downwards,
or to the right by fifths upwards, the key from which he has
started, C, will be again reached.

DIAGRAM SHOWING CYCLE OF KEYS.



To face paye 8.

FLAT KEYS.

Seven
Flats.

Six

Flats.

Cb Gb

Five
Flats.

Four
Flats.

Three
Flats.

Ai> Eb

Two
Flats.

One
Flat.

NORM
SCAL

OF

— C -

$
Leading
note h.

D (leading-note
of Ef ) made flat

Sharp k(

proceed frc

by fifths

right-hand side

notes (sevenj

ade sharp. Furl

to the right is ini

keys proceed from C

/ left hand until all the

been flattened. Further p;

impossible.

Ĝ (leading-note

of A[)) made flat.

I' (leading note

of cb) made flat.

Sharp keys are formed by addinj

/ successive signature. Thus, to make

of G, add FH, its leading-note; to m
D, add CC, its leading-note ; and so on.

Flat keys are formed by destroying the

preceding it. Thus, to make the scale of

leading-note of the scale of C by making it in

scale of BP, destro} the bading-note of F by makin

The order of Sharps, F, C, G, D, A, E,

notes successive!

The order oi Flats, B, E, A, D, G, C, F, is th

sively destr

DIAGRAM SHOWING FORMATION (



To face pa^e 8.

FLAT KEYS. SHARP KEYS.

Seven
Flats.

Si.x

Flats.

Cb Gp

Five
Flats.

Db

Four
Flats.

Ab

Three
Flats.

Eb

Two
Flats-

Bb

One
Flat.

m
B (leading-note

of C) made flat.

E (leading-note

of F) made flat.

A (leading-note
of B[?) made flat.

/

D (leading-note
nf EE?) made flat impossible.

/ Sharp keys
proceed from C

by fifths on the

right-hand side until all

the notes (seven) have been

made sharp. Further progress

/ to the right is impossible. Flat

keys proceed from C by fifths on the

left hand until all the notes (seven) have
been flattened. Further progress to the left is

Sharp keys are formed by adding the leading-note to each

successive signature. Thus, to make the scale of C into the scale

of G, add F8, its leading-note ; to make the scale of G into scale of

D, add CJ, its leading-note ; and so on.

/ Flat keys are formed by destroying the leading-note of the key immediately
preceding it. Thus, to make the scale of C into the scale of F, destroy the

leading-note of the scale of C by making it into Bt? ; to make the scale of F into the

scale of BtJ, destroj the bading-note of F by making it Et" ; and so on.

The order of Shaips, F, C, G, D, A, E, B, is therefore the order
notes successively created.

The order of Flats, B, E, A, D, G, C, F, is therefore the order of leading-notes succes-

sively destroyed.

leading-
Leading-note

DIAGRAM SHOWING FORMATION OF KEYS. STARTING FROM C.
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MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. What is a scale?

A. A succession of sounds proceeding by single degrees.

Q. How is a scale made ?

A. By sub-dividing the interval of an octave into parts.

Q. Into how many parts ?

A . In the ordinary (though not most perfect scale) into twelve

parts called semitones.

Q. What is a chromatic scale ?

A . A succession of semitones.

Q. What is a diatonic scale ?

A . A succession of tones and semitones arranged in a definite

order.

Q. What is an enharmonic scale ?

A . A scale containing some degrees smaller than a semitone.

Q. How is the diatonic scale divided ?

A. Into two kinds or modes, major and minor.

Q. How many forms of the minor mode exist ?

A . Four.

Q. Write them out on D as a tonic.

I.

i -^ /- ° ^'

s
^ rj

r^

-^-^'
"ST"

t
If.

s
^ „-^-^^4{=^ '-yr^

'^
<^ (!>

rJ^ ^
III. (Melodic.)

g
^^-^-^^^"

I "

^^"-
- - r. ^—

i
IV. (Harmonic.)

b „ ^^ C? ii '̂^ ^-fzz:Z2I

S 221
""C7~

^. What is the relative minor of a key .'

.,4 . The minor scale commencing on the third below it, con-

structed like Nos. 3 or 4.

Q. What is the ionic minor of a key ?

A. The minor scale commencing on the same key-note.

Q. How many notes are common to any major scale and
that of its relative minor ?

A. Si.K ; the first six notes.

Q. How many are common to any majorkey and its tonic minor?
A. Five; the first, second, fourth, fifth, and seventh notes.
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CHAPTER III.

28. Intervals, or the distances between sounds, are
reckoned

—

1. Upwards.
2. Inclusively.

3. By the number of names of notes they contain.

Intervals are reckoned upwards, because in the study of

harmony the lowest note, or bass, is of the greatest importance,
and calculations are therefore made from it, and not from the

highest part, or treble.

By "inclusively" is meant "counting in both limits"; thus,

C to E is a third, because C and E are both counted in the
interval.

It is necessary sometimes to count the number of names of

notes in an interval, as it assists the pupil to find out their

nature. For example, C to FJ and C to G? appear to be the

same on a pianoforte ; but C to FJt is a fourth, because it

contains four names, C, D, E, F; and C to G? is a fifth, because
it contains five names, C, D, E, F, G.

29. If we take any key-note, and reckon the intervals con-

tained within an octave from that key-note, by returning to it

each time, the Fourth, Fifth, and Octave, are called Perfect, all

the others Major, e.g.—
C to D is a major second.

C to E is a major third.

C to F is a perfect fourth

C to G is a perfect fifth.

C to A is a major sixth.

C to B is a major seventh.

C to C is a perfect octave.

30. This rule of course applies to intervals in all keys : if the

upper note is in the major scale of the lower note, the interval

is perfect or major. Thus El? to G is a major third, because G
is the third degree of the major scale of E? ; similarly B to CJ is

a major second, because Of is the second degree of the major
scale of B ; and also, E ,to CJ is a major sixth, because CJ is the

sixth degree of the scale of E.

[The young pupil should be very careful to remember that a letter without

an accidental attached means the tiatitral note; thus, B means Bp (not B7),

and so on.

J
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31. Major Intervals made one semitone less are called Minor ;

Perfect Intervals made one semitone less are called Diminished,
e.g.—

C to D? is a minor second.

C to EI7 is a minor third.

C to Fb is a diminished fourth.

C to G7 is a diminished fifth.

C to A7 is a mmor sixth.

C to Bt^ is a minor seventh.
C to C? is a diminished octave.

32. The rule of course applies to intervals in all keys. Thus,
E to G is a minor third, because the major third of E is GJ, not
G ; the interval is therefore a semitone less than major, and
therefore is minor. Similarly, A to F is a minor sixth, because
the major sixth from A is F; ; and, also, B to F will be a
diminished fifth, because the perfect fifth from B is FJ.

33. Intervals made one semitone more than major, or perfect,

are called Augmented, e.g.—
C to DJ is an augmented second.

C to EJ is an augmented third.

C to Fi is an augmented fourth.

C to G? is an augmented fifth

C to A# is an augmented sixth.

C to BJf is an augmented seventh.

C to CS is an augmented octave.

34. The rule applies of course to intervals in all kej's ; thus,

F to GS is an augmented second, because the major second from
F is G ; similarly, F to B is an augmented fourth, because the
perfect fourth from F is B? ; and E to BJ is an augmented fifth.

because the perfect fifth from E is B. Unisons when normal or
altered are named as if they were octaves.

35. Sevenths made one semitone less than minor are called

Diminished. They are formed by the leading note and minor
sixth (above) of a minor scale, e.g.—

ISr(Tr~£5
»

"T^^
ZZ2Z

ZZ21
'^^

As thu pupil will be wise to familiarise himself with these

intervals, a complete list is subjoined.
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TABLE OF FIFTEEN DIMINISHED SEVENTHS.

he may reserve it for£The young pupil need not commit this to memory
reference.]

Key
In
In
In
In
In

A minor the dim:
E minor the dim
B minor the dim
FJf minor the dim
CJt minor the dim

T (GJ minor the dim
(At' minor the dim

J J
DJt minor the dim

|E!7 minor the dim
T (A3 minor the dim

In F
In C
In G
In D

minor the dim
minor the dim
minor the dim
minor the dim
minor the dim

nished seventh
nished seventh
nislied seventh
nished seventh
nished seventh
nished seventh
nished seventh

Notes forming the Interval,

to F
to C
to G
to D
to A

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

3

is from GJ
is from DJ
is from A^
is from Ej
is from Bjf

is from F x to E
is from G\ to F?

inished seventh is from C x to B
inished seventh is from Di] to Cb
inished seventh is from G x to FJ (lo)

inished seventh is from At] to G^ (ii)

inished seventh is from Et] to D!'(i2)

inished seventh is from Bl^ to A? (13)
inished seventli is from FJ to E7 (14)
inished seventh is from Cl{ to Bl? (15)

36. Any interval which is made a chromatic semitone less than
perfect, or minor, is called diminished, e.g.—DJ to F is a
diminished third ; D to At* is a diminished fifth.

37. The following will snow why the intervals in the above
table ought to be called diminished (compare them one by one
with the table above) :

—

G to F is a minor seventh, therefore Gjf to F is a diminished
seventh. See No. i in table.

D to C is a minor seventh, therefore DJ to C is a diminished
seventh. See No. 2 in table.

A to G is a minor seventh, therefore Aj{ to G is a diminished
seventh. See No. 3 in table.

E to D is a minor seventh, therefore E# to D is a diminished
seventh. See No. 4 in table.

B to A is a minor seventh, therefore BJf to A is a diminished
seventh. See No. 5 in table.

FJ to E is a minor seventh, therefore F x to E is a diminished
seventh. See No. 6 in table.

Cjf to B is a minor seventh, therefore C x to B is a diminished
seventh. See No. 8 in table.

Gjt to Fj is a minor seventh, therefore G X to Fff is a diminished
seventh. See No. 10 in table.

38. Again (compare them one by one with the table above),

—

G to F is a minor seventh, therefore G to F;? is a diminished
seventh. See No. 7 in table.
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D to C is a minor seventh, therefore D to CP is a diminished

seventh. See No. g in table.

A to G is a minor seventh, therefore A to Gb is a diminished

seventh. See No. 11 in table.

E to D is a minor seventh, therefore E to D7 is a diminished

seventh. See No. 12 in table.

B to A is a minor seventh, therefore B to Ai? is a diminished

seventh. See No. 13 in table.

F* to E is a minor seventh, therefore FJf to Eb is a diminished

seventh. See No. 14 in table.

Clf to B is a minor seventh, therefore Ci to B7 is a diminished

seventh. See No. 15 in table.

G^ to FJ is a minor seventh, therefore Gti to F is a diminished

seventh. See No. i in table.

39. By comparing the two foregoing sections (37 and 38) we
can at a glance see the truth of what was stated in Sect. 36
(read it), for the minor seventh G to F can be made a diminished
seventh by raising G to GJ or by flattening F to Ft>, thus:

—

Minor sevenths. Diminished sevenths

G to F GSto F; G to FI?

D toC DJ to C; D to Ct>

A to G AJfto G; A to Gi>

and so on.

40. The same law (see Sect. 36) applies to all other intervals,

£.0-., C to E? is a minor third, therefore CJ to E7, and C to EPb,
are diminished thirds.

41. Intervals not exceeding the compass of an octave are
termed Simple.

Intervals whicli exceed the compass of an octave are called

Compound.

42. The rule for reducing a compound interval to a simple
interval is easy enough—namely, " deduct seven," e.g.—

A ninth is a compound second.

A tenth is a compound third.

An eleventh is a compound fourth.

A twelfth is a compound fifth.

A thirteenth is a compound sixth.

A fourteenth is a compound seventh.

A fifteenth is a compound octave.

[The young pupil should be asked to give these intervals from different

notes, thus: Give the thirteenth of D, eleventh of G, ninth of Bj?, &c.]

B 2
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43. Compound intervals undergo the same expansion and

contraction as their simples, thus

—

zS^z
IS an augmented eleventh

W:
=222:

is a minor ninth.

if—1^=?-

is a major tenth.

44. Intervals exceeding two octaves are rarely mentioned
numerically, but the pupil should go on deducting seven until the

number is eight or less than eight. For example, a nineteenth

is practically a fifth in the second octave above, because

5 + 7 + 7 = 19-

45. It is quite unnecessary to commit to memory the number
of semitones contained in all the intervals enumerated in this

chapter ; much valuable time is often wasted, and patience worn
out, by undertaking this useless labour.

46. Intervals are said to be inverted when the relative position

of the component notes is changed. Perfect intervals remain
perfect when inverted ; but major become minor, augmented
become diminished, and vice versa in all cases. Thus C to G (a

perfect fifth) becomes G to C (a perfect fourth) : C to A (a major
si.xth) becomes A to C (a minor third) : C to FS (an augmented
fourth) becomes Ff to C (a diminished fifth).

[Notice that the numerical name of an interval together with its inversion

always makes 9.]

MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. What is meant by saying that intervals are reckoned
" inclusively "

?

A. That the outside notes, or both limits, are counted. For
instance, C to E is a third because C and E are both counted in.

Q. Why is it necessary to call attention to the number of

names in an interval ?
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A . Because one cannot always tell the nature of an interval by

its sound. For instance, if I were to hold down C and E? on a

harmonium you would call it a " minor third "
; but if I said that

I meant it to be C and DJ, you would then call it an " augmented
second, " although my fingers would be all the time holding down
the same keys.

Q. What is a simple interval ?

A. An interval not exceeding the compass or an octave,

Q. What is a compound interval ?

A. An interval greater than an octave.

Q. When as'ked to give the name of an interval, how do you
set about it ?

A . I ask myself whether the top note is part of the major scale

of the bottom note ; if it is I call it " major," or " perfect."

Thus, D to B is a major sixth, because B is in the major scale

of D and is its sixth note. If the interval is made a semitone

smaller than major I call it minor ; thus, D to B7 is a minor
sixth. If the interval is made a semitone larger than major, I

call it augmented ; thus, D to B| is an augmented sixth.

Q. What is a " diminished " interval ?

A. A perfect interval, or a minor interval, when made less by
one semitone.

Q. What is the most important diminished interval ?

A. The diminished seventh.

Q. Where is it found ?

A . Between the leading note and minor sixth of a minor scale.

For instance G^ to F in the key of A minor.

Q. What is an eleventh ?

A. A fourth.

Q. What is a thirteenth ?

A. A sixth.

Q. What is the interval F to B ?

A. An augmented fourth.

<? A to E| ?

A. An augmented fifth.

Q. C| to B? ?

A. A diminished seventh.

Q. E to C ?

A. A minor sixth.

[The pupil should be made quite familiar with the names of intervals.]
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CHAPTER IV.

47. Starting from tih note

m
the first attempt to make a chord would naturally lead to the
addition of E, thus :

—

But, although this sounds ver}' well, it is not considered a full

chord, because its key is to a certain extent doubtful. It might
be one of two things, the two lowest notes of

-^-

or the two highest notes of

m
or, in other words, it cannot be definitely determined whether

i
w-

belongs to the key of C major or A minor. Therefore the
combination of a note and its third is not used as a basis for

chord-making, but the combination of a note, its third, and fifth

is found to form a chord of definite key, and is the basis of all

harmony. The note on which a chord is built is called its

ground note or root, see § 58 and § 77

[When thirds and fifths (and any other intervals) are spoken of without any
term affixed, it is always understood that they are major or perfect.]
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48. We start therefore \\ ith this chord :

—

Ex. II. jO^ -^—

This is generally known as the Common Chord of C.
It is also called the Key Chord of C, because it fully represents

the key tonality of C.

It is also called the Tonic Common Chord in the key of C,
because it is built on the first note or tonic of the scale of C.

It is also called a chord of % on C, because, reckoning from C,
the E is a 3 and going again to C, we find the G is a 5. Placing
the highest number uppermost this makes %.

If this chord had a minor third instead of major third, thus

—

it would become the common chord of C minor, and with its

proper signature would be written

—

±±:

EXERCISE.
Write down as simply as possible (like Ex. 11) the common

chords of A, F, D minor, G, B?, E, using the proper signatures
in each case.

49- With one exception only, compound intervals, for purposes
of figuring, are considered simple. Repeated notes are not
mentioned in the figuring.

Ex. 12.

\

IZ2Z z&

F
:^=S=^ESE
:§=

W ~r3-- S jTSI

All of the above chords are figured 5, because each contains a

third and fifth of C. Thus it will be seen that the particular

octave containing E and G is not specified in the figuring, nor

is their repetition regarded.
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50. It is evident that we can build up a common chord on

every degree of a scale but the leading note.

Ex. 13. ^

[The chord

C. D min. E min. F. G. A min.

'

is incomplete and unsatisfactory, for reasons which

will be hereafter given.]

51. When a bass note has no figures it is known that | is

implied.

52. If the pupil will play all the chords of Ex. 13 in succession,

he will find they produce a very bad effect. This is on account

of the CONSECUTIVE FIFTHS they contain.

l2ZZ
Lr-i'

tr

Nor will he find any less unsatisfactory result if consecutive
OCTAVES be added, thus :

—

Ex. 15.
ESE

E^*
-&

Therefore, consecutive fifths and consecutive octaves are

forbidden between any parts ; for example

—

Ex. 16.

I

^
r^—^-

^

321 ^ I

f"
•J=t.

-P-

U^
w

Bad.̂

^^-^^

Bad.
—

r

Bad.

But octaves are not considered to be consecutive unless they

occur between the jawe/'flWx. There is no fault in the following
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(Ex. 17), although two F's are followed by two G's, because the
bass takes the F and the tenor the G :

—

Ex. 17.

^
r̂

^ --j^-

Good.
m

The next example (Ex. 18) shows consecutive fifths:-

^^^
Ex. il

52= ^=

=S^ J=L -2.^

:^ r&
^
^

Bad. Bad." Bad.

But fifths are not considered to be consecutive unless they occur
between the same parts, e.g.—

5^
Ex. 19.

:^ ZZ21

^^z. "^n-

Good.

There is no fault in Ex. 19, although p is followed by q, because

the C is taken by the tenor and the D by the alto.

53. The pupil, bearing in mind that consecutive fifths and
octaves are to be avoided, may now begin writing easy exercises
in three parts, consisting entirely of common chords.

If the following exercise were given

—

Add an Alto part to,

Ex. 20.

\m

ZZ±L^

=l=^=t
I?2I

^

:&

^
=^

^=
o

IZ2Z
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it should be filled up thus

—

-I-

21

Ex. 21.

ffi

^ :^ ^
f^ ' r I 1^

IC2I

gf=^# =
î "7?~

the alto part being added to the treble stave.

If necessary, the fifth of a common chord may be omitted

;

the third cannot be spared. See the fifth chord of Ex. 21.

EXERCISES ON COMMON CHORDS.
AN ALTO PART TO BE ADDED.

[Turn the tails of the alto notes down; those of the treble up. The alto must
not go higher than the treble.]

4 I H-
-J—

^

i
-I

—

Iis^ :zi=;^ :S=^- -^w=^T=9=^ TZf-lZ

s

^p^^rF-r^if-rrp
^^^~g- :?2=

::Si
-P I

'-v

AN ALTO PART TO BE ADDED.
II. ^ J—

^

^^^ S ^=22 :^:zii^:

^:|4=e *—« 1 -J F—

t

izz:1^^ f

'

i fT
=?=:

:?:c:^

AN ALTO PART TO BE ADDED.
I^ III.

, I , 1

^^-j:^-^'

^

Ei^-i—f^
f-

l rrf
:^ =&

=?2Z

?=*: pI I

^
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A TENOR PART TO BE ADDED. THERE IS TO BE NO ALTO.

[The tenor paxt to be written on the bass stave, with the tails turned up.
The tenor is not to go below the bass.]

IV.
, .

î^^t^^^
^=t=^^^ 3=22: ^ ^ d-l^

Bgl^r^^F
:^ -C2-

^2:^
:t=22i:& r-J fJ

T^

V.
A TENOR PART TO BE ADDED. NO ALTO.

53 ^^zSl
-r=)-

2:2 ZZ d ^^

VfefcM^ ^ :& =?2=

^T=FP=
^-t:^

A TENOR PART TO BE ADDED. NO ALTO.

i
VI.

^^^^--^^^-7] ^4=^TZ)^-l^ ^r ~zy

M ±± a r> ^2 ^ =P2: ^:
b' 2 p ^=t: ?=:* =t T=^

54. It has been seen that onlj- three notes are required to form
a common chord. In writing in four parts, therefore, one note

has to be doubled. It is better to double the root than the fifth,

and better to double the fifth than the third, e.g.—
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EXERCISE.

mw-T

Taking this as your model, write out similarly the common
chords of F, A, B?, D, G, E minor, A minor, E?, B minor, using
the proper signature in each case.

The pupil will now be asked to add two parts, an alto and
tenor, to the treble and bass given. He must remember that the

treble and alto should be written on the upper stave, the tails of

the treble notes being always turned up, and the tails of the alto

notes down ; similarlj', that the tenor and bass are to be written

on the lower stave, the tails of the tenor notes being always
turned up, and the tails of the bass notes down. When two
parts have but one note, write two tails, one up, one down.

As a specimen, say

—

4-

Ex. 23.

Efc
^ -ri-

w -A-^^
T

-r:)' "^ r^-

f"

::?= :t:
d^ ISC

1221

good ....
55. The notes forming the chords should be kept as nearly

as possible equidistant, as in the above (Ex. 23), not in this

way :

—

i^ 32:

Ex. 24.

'yrs-

r= rs V ^ =^
=f:

not so good

Ex. 23 is said to be in extended harmony ; Ex. 24, in close
harmony.
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56. It is not good to have a great gap between the alto and
tenor (see Ex. 25).

Ex. 25. J

t^
SE3E Ei-?3 S—^^^

i^ =Ui
r ^

r
J- ,

bad

3^

57. The parts should not move by unnecessarily large skips,

^^
Ex. 26. F"

=F=
i=^=M=^P

-^-

i22r

'^ Jz =f^
=p= ± ES

. ' . ' . very bad

[After having had the faults of Ex. 24, 25, and 26 pointed out to him, the

pupil should play over Ex. 23 once more.]

MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. What forms a common chord ?

A. A note, its third, and fifth.

Q. What sort of third ?

A . A major third in a major common chord ; a minor third in

a minor common chord.

Q. Does the fifth in a common chord ever vary?

A. No, it is always a perfect fifth.

Q. What is the common chord of C major ?

A. C, E, G.

Q. What is the common chord of C minor ?

A. C, E!7, and G.
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Q. What is meant by the term " key-cliord " ?

A. The common chord of the tonic of any scale.

Q. What is the key-chord of A ?

A. A, a, E.

Q. What is the key-chord of G minor ?

A. G, Bl?, D.

Q. How is a common chord figured ?

A. I.

Q. Why?
A. Because it contains a third of the bass note, and also a

fifth of the bass note.

Q. If the bass note were very low, and the two upper notes

very high, would it still be figured ^ ?

A. Yes, because compound intervals are considered simple

when figuring.

Q. Is it necessary to " figure " all common chord ?

A. No. When a bass note has no figures under it, it is

understood that it is to be harmonised with its third and
fifth—that is, its common chord.

Q. What consecutive intervals are forbidden ?

A. Consecutive octaves and consecutive fifths.

Q. What other names have they ?

A. Parallel octaves
;
parallel fifths.

Q. When you speak of consecutive fifths, what kind of fifths

do you mean ?

A. Consecutive perfect fifths.

Q. Is it necessary always to have the third and fifth in a

common chord ?

A. The fifth may be omitted when necessary, the third should

rarely be omitted.

Q. What note of the common chord is the best to double in

four-part writing ?

A. The bass note.

Q. What is the best position of a four-part chord ?

A . When the notes forming it are nearly equidistant.

Q. What do you mean ?

A. I mean that it is bad to have two or three out of the four

parts, very high up, or very low down, leaving a large interval in

the middle.
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EXERCISES IN FOUR PARTS ON COMMON CHORDS.
AN ALTO AND A TENOR PART TO BE ADDED.

f^^^w=^
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IV.

^mi^ji^ 3^
:^: ^^ '" r^

S
i2isi:

e-j'A^ irC.r P^ ^?2: ^
^2=

V.

i^jU-J-
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CHAPTER V.

58. Up to this point, all the common chords have been used
in their original positions—that is, having the note on which
they are built in the bass.

When this note is not in the bass, or lowest part, the chord is

said to be inverted.

Ex. 27
£

~r:i' ^
Original position. ist inversion. 2nd inversion.

The original position of a common chord is called a % chord,

because, as before stated, it consists of a third of a bass note
(major or minor) and a fifth of the same bass note.

By "bass note" is meant the lowest note of a chord, irre-

spective of pitch.

The fifth in a common chord is always perfect.

In figuring a chord, each note forming it is reckoned from the

bass note. Therefore

Iw
32.1

will be figured %, because E to G is a third, and E to C is a sixth.

The chord

will, on the same principle, be figured «, because G to C is a

fourth, and G to E is a sixth. It is usual to write the highest

number uppermost.

FIGURING OF THE COMMON CHORD AND ITS INVERSIONS.

Ex. 28. m ZS2I ES-^-

We have before said that compound intervals are (with one

exception) considered simple when figuring chords, therefore the

following chords are correctly figured.
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f)
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62. The inversions of a common chord can be shown in three
parts, thus :

—

E
SE

6 6
4

But, as before stated, in four-part writing one of these three
notes must of course be doubled. The following rules should
be committed to memory :

—

" In the first inversion of the common chord, double either
the third or sixth, whichever is most convenient, but do not
double the bass note if it can be avoided "

; e.g.—

Ex. 32. i

Good.

~Tzr
r^ ^:r~

tt&S^ i2-
_^S__Sl_

6

Bad.

(
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Ex. 35.

i ^
Not so good.

J-

IS:2l

^s*-- —
^ :?=: 122:

I

63. One great advantage to be obtained from the two forms
of the first inversion of the common chord (with the doubled
third, or doubled sixth) is the power of avoidmg consecutive

fifths or octaves, e.g.—
I

Ex. 36.

Iw ^^
5

^^-^T-

4- .A—^.
F^ r->

6 6 6 6
Bad.

In the above (Ex. 36) there are consecutive octaves between the

tenor and treble, and consecutive fifths between the tenor and alto.

But, by making the tenor part alternately double the third and
sixth, such a passage becomes both correct and pleasing, e.g.—

I J

fe
Ex. 37.

s
:52=

-rJ-

=^ ^?2=
:^EE5^

m^ -(=2- 4i -J A -^

=P2=

6 6 6 6 6 6 i

64. The tendency of the leading-note to ascend to the tonic is

implied by its name. Sometimes, however, it cannot be taken
up without the loss of the fifth in the chord which follows, e.g.—

i[^i>-^-^-
Ex. 38.

t)
-rz>- rm^-

S J.

IZ2I 1
No fifth
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65. In order to obtain a full chord at the close ofsuch passages
many writers take the leading-note downwards, thus :

—

Ex. 39.

V-^ irp-

J-^S
The beginner should, however, as a rule make leading-notes

ascend.

66. In order to write in a smooth style, the pupil should at

first write his exercises as if they were to be sung by four

voices. For this purpose he should consider the following to be

the average compass of the parts.

Treble. Alto. Tenor.'^" Bass.

w w— W -zzi w
67. When preparing the exercises which follow, the pupil

will of course bear in mind that what is already filled up need
not be repeated, although it is in the figures.

Ex. 40.

irr =?2=
ESE

w --^ w
In the above (Ex. 40), where the figures | | occur, a 4

followed by a 3 is already given in the treble part. It will

therefore only be necessary to add a 6 going to a 5, and double
the bass note, thus :

—

Ex. 41.

^t==t
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68. Occasionally, in the exercises which follow, a bass note
struck twice or held down will have under it 5, 6. This signifies

that 5 goes to 6, while 1 and 3 remain stationary, e.g.—

Ex. 42 I
1221

-J-

m

32r

'rzr
aiv IJ2I

~^~

It is not unusual in such cases to keep all the other parts
stationary, notwithstanding that by this the bass note of a first

inversion is doubled, e.g.—

Ex. 43.
^

:J.

^

i=^
irsz

ZCZL

t re: 4.

6g. In harmonising such a progression as the following
(E.x. 44), the pupil must be careful not to make consecutive fifths

or octaves, or both

—

Ex. 44. \

^ It^
Ex. 45.^ 122;

:t=

mU J-

A

' Very bad.

The following (Ex. 46) is the commonest way of harmonising
this correctly :

—

Wm m ^^

Ex. 46.
r I P"
J. J. ,

i=^
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70. When one part has held the third of a chord, but has
moved away, the third should be taken up by another part, f .^.

—

Ex. 47.

'

O ^ I J ^^
Ex. 48.

w ~r^ "^rr-

m^
r

1»-*f- ~7zr

Bad.

Ex. 49.

:^

-J-
i=i=
321

Good.

71. It will be observed that when ^ is followed by J. the |
generally falls on the accented portion of the bar, either on the
primary or secondary accent (that is, either on the first or third

beat when there are four in a bar), e.g.—

Ex. 50.

\

^
T

izt:^

T^
221

SE^I I

E.X. 51.

Z±ZI=t

6 5
4 3

But the J is occasionally used on a non-accented portion of a
bar, in which case it is called a passing

I,
e.g.—

Ex. 52. Ex. 53.

4-4

^^5
^r± ^^
A:^- ,(=2.^ S2I iS

5 6
3 4

6 5
4 3
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It will be seen in tne above (Ex. 52 and 53) that the passing J

is not always followed by a ^. In Ex. 52, it is followed by a 6

;

in Ex. 53, by another |. The I on the accent is sometimes
distinguished from the passing I by being called a cadential |—

•

that is, a | which often occurs in cadences, or the close of musical
sentences.

72. Augmented intervals should be generally avoided, e.g.—

Ex.54.

?2^
J-

J-

^^

isns:

Ex. 55. .

221

W^
^̂

^
i:2z

Not very good.

zz:

Very good

MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. What is meant by the " original position " of a common
chord ?

A. When it is so arranged that the root is in the bass; for

example, F, A, C is the original position of the common chord
of F.

Q. Would any change of the two upper notes affect it ?

A. No; as long as the root is in the bass the chord is said

to be in its original position, whatever be the arrangement of the

two upper notes.

Q. When is a common chord said to be inverted ?

A . When the ground-note or root is not in the bass.

Q. How many inversions has a common chord ?

A. Two.
Q. What are they figured ?

A. The first inversion is figured |, or more often 6 only ; the
second inversion is figured |.

Q. What sort of a sixth or fourth do these figures imply ?

A. Whatever is in accordance with the signature. For
example, in the key of B? a 6 under G will imply an El? and
Bi», of course ; and a J under F (in B?) would imply D.
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Q. But what is done if a chord is wanted, the notes of which
are chromatically altered ?

i. Accidentals are placed on the left-hand side of the figures.

Q. What is meant by an accidental placed below a note
without any figure ?

A. It indicates that the third of the chord is to be altered in

accordance with the accidental. For example, a sharp under D
would signify that the chord should be D, Fj, and A.

Q. If a common chord of D major occurred in a piece in the
key of E? how would it be figured ?

A. 1^5, with a sharp standing under, thus, ^i'

Q. What is the best note to double in the first inversion of a
common chord ?

A. Either the third or the sixth. It is not good to double the
bass note.

Q. What is the commonest progression of a ^ ?

A. It is frequently followed by | on the same bass note.

Q. How do the parts generally move ?

A. The sixth descends to the fifth, the fourth to the third, and
the bass note is doubled.

Q. In a succession of sixths, how are consecutive fifths and
octaves avoided ?

A . Place the sixth in the treble, and the third in the alto part

;

then make the tenor alternately double the third and the sixth.

Q. How is the leading-note treated ?

A. It generally ascends to the tonic.

Q. What is the meaning of a 5 followed by a 6 ?

A. It indicates that i and 3 remain stationary, while 5 moves
to 6.

Q. What is the usual position of J followed by | ?

A. On the accented portion of a bar.

Q. What is | called when on a non-accented portion of the
bar?

A. A passing f.

Q. What is it sometimes called when on the accented portion ?

A. A cadential
J.

Q. Why?
A. Because it so often occurs in cadences.

Q. What is a cadence ?

A. The last progression in a sentence of music.
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EXERCISES ON COMMON CHORDS AND THEIR
INVERSIONS.

ALTO AND TENOR TO BE ADDED.
I.^ •--J J JiJ J JMOE zz 3 :^=^

123

^3 =p= 1F^jH^n—

^

p (^ ^^___^^ip:Pp'r" i

6 6 5
4 3

6 6 6 6

'7^
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J- ±Pi ici; ^=i=^^

^ :^&=^
-1 r

III.

rj f^' --^ ~^=-
-g=. r-^

6 5
4 3

^
^i^:

3C::=it=*= i==^

w it > M =^3^ i^ -r-r :^ ^^1 r
6 6 5

4 3

i ^ ±^- 4=i:1^=*=^
t;

^fcp^:^ ^^ :l=t^P3
6 5 6 I
4 t

6 5 I
4 «

^^I—

u

i :^

-:> f*

6 S 6

4 (f

IV.

6 6

^ J- d ^vU73 rJ '^ :^3^

^̂ a o r=>

?=:

gS=^ 3S1

G 5
4 3

6 I 6 1
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i
^

-^ ^ gj i ^E^b d ^ rJ :

-^s>—\-^izz

igi;^f^ r^ '

f"
:^ S^ iS"—lS>-

?2=^^^ r^ i"?!V^6 6 H

^J=:d=!=

6 5
4

H

5 6

^^^^-r^ ^ ^at=^ -i^-^-'^ -^-r.
W- ~C?"

^

^^7—P^-iS'- g 5^5=1 =?=:
=?=^ :^

6 6 6 6 5 55 6 6
4 J

6 5 6
4 3

i i^?5
^^^: ^ '"

s^
-&- ^^- :ilSf

iz:^:

=?== :^=^ p r r-- P' fSf
I

'

I

il

^m̂ ^^^^i=^̂ ^ i A U
:5=*=

^ :^=^c g# ^ r

f=f
'e ' 6 6 6 6 6 6

4 I

^ J
I

J J J^-U-J J
J I

i -r-^-

>\;-5—g- > I f
r ir^rrss *=:p=

=F
6 6 6 6 5

4 %

6 6 6 6

4 I
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^^m ^=f
I J J !

^ ^—»!-

rt
s

^1= i:^
:«=?=
1—r- 1^^

6 5
4 3

i ^
r 3^

^ r-^ ^ ^ m
C=r i=r:

r
6 6 6 6 6 6 5

4 3

VI.

1 »tiC ^Fq=^ E^
) '^ M J

^trst
:?M»=

:!3*=s:^

^^^ffr^ "rpft

iSS -^-»—W^

6 6 6 5

4 3

"V-r
tl6

4 I

ati::

9 * ^ I bg ^ r-<*
—*-*:i» r^*-g:^iErz^j^&pzg=p4rr—Ffrrtr^^Ŝ K =t3:

f^
6 6 6 6 5

4 g

6 '5

4 3

* Whenever the major common chord of the dominant of a minor key is

preceded or followed by the common chord on the sixth degree of the Scale, the

octave of the sixth degree must be left out. and the third of its basE doubled.
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CHAPTER VI.

73. It is now time that the bass only should be given to the

pupil, and that he should be required to add the treble, alto, and
tenor parts to it.

There are three kinds of motion between any two parts :

SIMILAR, when two or more parts proceed in the same direction ;

contrary, when they move in opposite directions ; oblique,
when one part is stationary and another moves, e.g.—

Ex. 56. Ex. 57.

^jJVJ
m *=?= f r-> :

ItIT

^ =*=:^

I

g^ rrr. i rT
£» r-*

Similar motion. Contrary motion.

Ex. 58.

IW^ =*=^

Oblique motion.

In adding a treble part to a bass, too much similar motion
should be avoided. The effect of similar motion is weaker than
that of contrary. Where there are no figures, the common
chords of the bass notes are to be added. The student will see

that there is a certain amount of freedom in adding three parts to

a bass, e.g.—
W :^

:^t

Ex. 59.
n
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Ex. 62.

^ Z^f
^̂ ^ 22t

Ex. 64.

? r
I I I

^
-<g- '-i

-yrs—
-

The above examples (Ex. 59 to 64) show how greatly the

position of chords may be varied without introducing any
harmony not warranted by the bass part given.

The young beginner will find it very useful to take this same
bass in several keys and harmonise it in different ways without
referring to the examples given above.

EXERCISE.
TREBLE. ALTO, AND TENOR TO BE ADDED.

n.

^^ -(=i-

IIL

6 5
4 3

eJiVsr- Î

6 6
4 3

SI;
3f=^

:?z: :^

t"
6 5
4 3

32Z ^^ =&
^:

IV.

6 5
4 3

mm ^
?2=

VI.

6 5
4 3

^ixfc

=F
i^z: 1

4 3

iry-
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In his early attempts the pupil may write his treble part first,

and afterwards add the alto and tenor. But he should, as

soon as possible, learn to conceive of harmony and melody
simultaneously.

74. It will be better to say at once that no one can ever write

good harmony who does not hear in his mind what he sees

written on the paper.

This faculty is, in older musicians, so cultivated that they can
sit down with a full score before them and obtain a very definite

impression, not only of the melody and harmony, but also of the

variotis qualities of tones produced by the orchestral instruments,
singly or in combination. Of course many years of experience
are required before such proficiency can be reached ; but if the

pupil will steadily bear in mind that he should yiever look at a

chord without trying to realise its effect, he will be astonished at

the rapidity with which he will obtain this most useful and
necessary acquirement.
A very good method of learning it is this : let the pupil take a

hymn-book with which he is not familiar, sit down and look at

one tune carefully several times, until he has fully made up his

mind what it will probably sound like ; then taking the book to

a piano or harmonium, let him play it over and see how far he
was right.

If only three or four minutes every day are devoted to this, in

a few weeks great progress will be made.

75. When three parts are added to a bass the whole of the

four parts should rarely move in similar motion, e.g.—
Ex. 65.

I ^^E =^ f-r^f-
'

f^ ^=
'VV

m A=^ :J=^ J-

?== ^22:

Not good.

76. Three parts, when taking the same chord in different

positions or inversions, do not produce a bad effect, although
moving in similar motion, e.g.—

Ex. 66.

$
it =pz: =r:

'r~^
^^ E^ i
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MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. How many kinds of motion are there ?

A. Three.

Q. What are they ?

A. Similar, contrary, obHque.

Q. What is similar motion ?

A. When two or more parts move in the same direction

Q. What is contrary motion ?

A, When two parts move in opposite directions.

Q. What is oblique motion ?

A. When one part remains stationary while another moves.
Q, What is the efifect of similar motion ?

A. If used in excess between the extreme parts it sounds
vifeak and poor.

Q. What do you mean by "extreme" parts?
, A. The outside parts; such for instance as the treble and
bass in ordinary harmony.

Q. How can similar motion be used in excess ?

A. By having a long succession of thirds or sixths between
the treble and bass.

Q. What is the effect of contrary motion ?

A. If properly mixed with similar motion it gives boldness
and strength to the effect.

Q. Is similar motion to be avoided in writing in three or four

parts ?

A. Yes; in three-part writing all the parts should not often

move together unless they are taking the same chord in different

positions ; and in four-part writing the four parts can very rarely

proceed in similar motion without producing a bad effect.

vt:

EXERCISES.

TREBLE, ALTO, AND TENOR TO BE ADDED.

:^ 122=
iSl r^=^ ^ ?==&^=P==22: XL 122:

-p2:

^
6 6 65

4S
-Trj- -:^=^=^ 3=^ :& :^

^
I
^ h ^

6 6
4 3

6 5
43
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IT.

E^^ 1^ ! rJ
r^c :^

6 5
4 3

^^ ^^ p r :?-2= =?=
iziz

^S :?2= ^^^ a '

III.

^^r J J Jn S :e=p:
:ff=p: :f=^ES I

I

6 5
4 3

6 6 6 6 H
4

^»^g-r^-i-^J=^^^?=^ ~m—W-

6 5
4 3

6 I 6 6 5
4 3

IV.^ :X=^ 3^—

g

6 6

W^ EE * I*

zi;

6 t

^5E :^
zii:

zb^
6 6 6 6 5

4 8
6 6

D a
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25t±:
±=f:^^±

118

^151=3=

6 G 6 5

4 3

g^^^r"^ r r l^r=i-WH^r=r^^^^q==t
6 S
4 3

6 5 6
4 3

6 5
43

VI.

5g:^r ci-^^1^
-fi—».^-

i—
I

I

E^

j^
F^^^

6

^
Us 6

6 J>
4 |3

5

I

rzz: ^^
^i ' f -. I-

6 I 6

-Ci~

6 6

S ir:^ r^^
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CHAPTER VII.

77. When the note on which a common chord is built is not

the lowest note in it, the chord is said to be inverted ; this has

been already stated. But whether the chord remains in its

original position or not, this note is still understood to be the

foundation on which the chord is built ; hence it is called by
some the Fundamental Bass, by others the Root or Ground-
note. It may be conveniently represented by a capital letter,

e.g.—

Ex. 67.

CCG DDA DGAF C

Now this would give the fundamental basses, but not a full

account of the chords formed on those basses. The pupil

would therefore analyse it thus (as if reading the writing below
the music) :

—

Ex. 68.

-I-
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78. If nothing is said to the contrary, a common chord is

always supposed to be major. Thus the common chord of F
means F, A, C ; the common chord of D,—D, FJf, A, and so on.

When it is desired to name a minor common chord, the word
minor should be added. Thus the common chord of G minor
would of course be understood as G, Bb, D ; of B minor, as B,
D, FJ, and so on.

79. If, however, a common chord has been made major by
an accidental, it is usual to say major after naming the funda-
mental bass, so as to prevent mistakes. If the reader will refer

to Ex. 68 he will find that the sixth chord from the beginning is

called the common chord of A major (not simply of A) ; this is

done because it contains an accidental (CJ{).

Following the method shown in Ex^ 68, the pupil should
analyse the tunes now given ; when completed, the list of chords
must be read over to his master.

EXERCISES.
THE CHORDS TO BE ANALYSED.
German Choral. Harmonised in a simple form by J. S.

I I I

7"rT^ 7~rf
1 I

^m ^^^E^dddŝ^
t:^ ^f =s=^^

^
'^^^^^r^r

I
I
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Old Tune. Harmonised by J. S.

-I-

^^^

t) 'W (S-SI-^iS-

T: ^
' l' '

r r rP^

g: :?2i
±2:^ ^

^^-^^U^Jzj:

:J=

f^ f=f "T I

:^
=^

f^Eîp^ J,.JbJ ^n'^ ,-^ J ^ ^
—I IP I

SSRpj^;

^F^^P F 1^=22:F^
III. German Choral. Harmonised by J. S.

i^^¥^1
^^=5=
"F—

r

-^-

-FT'

F; f tt 'is>-S^'^
=^r=Jz
--m^ ^-r-\-r-^r

--^-

^ —^-—I—I- :^ ii=2:±:

rr

^ I I I

«>.:s-}.'g=g
-^-g-

iprp-prdi^ ^P^
-^-rz)-

1 1
[^:=:-| ^-1^-% t£ • ^ ;t=p:

f^

iW^^f- :^r 1^=;:

P
=^ =^ P¥fTk

1
J

=i:
' J I

J—^—<3- I I

^:rn

r-F-r-fr"^^^+^p=f^i^=^^^
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IV. German Choral. Harmonised by J. S.

^33 S d: T^i
irJ-

s
I I I I

^iSS ^SC 32:

-P-P-^:

^;^-sz:
:^d.
J=l—

1

^-^
1—

T

?2=^

i^ T
-JZ±L

#= ?2S^ :^= ^-
=P=

:^^

^g^^^P^
=F

?==

_d-
=p=f̂

r:^ c:?.
J-

-^-^-

iai :S^:=i: :^: :J.

&
:^-

-^-(Zy^ m
1

I !
I

1,&- <t^ -<s- s>-

It^ izz: :^r?2=
?z: trrz^ S:

E^
I
-^1

8o. The pupil, being now familiar with the nature of common
chords and their inversions, may study the treatment of the

Chord of the Minor Seventh, or, as it is more often called,

the chord of the Dominant Seventh.
But he should be told that there is no special reason why this

chord should be the next learnt. In fact, in no classification of

chords, based on true principles, does this minor seventh follow

immediatel}' after the common chord. But as it is probably

well known to the ear of the pupil, and is moreover very eas}'

of treatment, he will do well to master it now.
The interval of a minor seventh is dissonant (this will be seen

by referring to the table of intervals given on p. 14) ; therefore

the chord of the minor seventh is a Discord.
A discord is a chord not complete in itself; it requires to be

followed by another chord. A discord should not be looked

upon as something iinpleasant—quite the reverse ; it only differs

from a concord by its lack of finality. A long series of common
chords, though sometimes sublime in its simplicity, becomes in

time exceedingly tedious and uninteresting. No descriptive or

dramatic music could exist without discords ; in fact, without

them, sound-pictures would be impossible.
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81. It has been stated already that the only real concords are

the common chord and its inversions, whether complete or

incomplete. It will be understood, therefore, that a Concord
is a chord not containing a dissonant interval.

Young pupils should observe the spelling of these words.
The !i is dropped in concord and discord, although retained in

chord. W'e never speak of musical chords as cards, nor do we
tie up a parcel with a chord, although, strictly speaking,
" chord " and " cord " are the same word, and signify a string.

82. It matters not whether we speak of the " minor seventh of

the dominant " or the " dominant seventh," because, in every
scale, the seventh from the dominant is necessarily minor

—

e.g.,

G to F (key C), B7 to A7 (key E[j), A to G (key D). When,
therefore, we speak of the " chord of the dominant seventh," it

will be known that it can only be a chord containing a minor
seventli.

83. The following examples show the original position and
the inversions of the chord of the dominant seventh :

—

Ex. 69.

t̂ ^J

irrgi
321

^̂ rzz: zc2r

Orig. pos. of domt. seventh.

Ex. 70.

im=^^
g' ĵ

^:
:Si_ ^_

Ex. 71.
_i=2_

1st inv. of domt. seventh. 2nd inv. of domt. seventh.

Ex. 72.
$
m

3rd inv. of domt. seventh.
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84. It is of the utmost importance that the pupil should dis-

tinguish between the dominant in C and the dommant seventh

on C. Because, by the former is meant

tJ

that is, a

chord of the seventh built on the dominant of the key C ; but

that is, a chord of theby the latter is meant Sfr~fg:

dominant seventh built upon the note C.
In the following exercise, when we say, "Write the chord of the

minor seventh on A," we mean

s
not

tf

EXERCISE.
Write out the chord of the minor seventh and its inversions

on A (key D), Bb (key E7), E (key A), F (key B?), B (key E),

D (key G), using the proper signatures in each case.

85. By examining Ex. 6g to 72, it will be found that the

origmal position of the chord of the dominant seventh would be

figured 5, the first inversion '>, the second inversion 4, the third° 3 3 3

inversion I. But these figures are shortened into 7, f, |, |,

respectivel)', e.g.—

Ex. 73.
ii=i#- ^ "c^

m
86. One important feature in the chord of the dominant

seventh is that it is identical in both the major and tonic minor
keys, e.g.—

E,\. 74. -<

-P^

m
Ex.75.

1
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This chord forms, therefore, a link between any key and its

tonic minor, and is used frequently in this relation by modern
writers.

87. The figuring of the chord of the dominant seventh of a

minor key will only differ from that of its tonic major by the

indication of the leading-note formed by an accidental, e.g.—

Ex. 77.Ex. 76.
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91. It was formerly considered necessary not only that a
discord should be resolved, but also that the ear should be pre-
pared for it. By Preparation is meant the hearing of the disso-
nant note as a consonant note, before it is heard in the discord.
The note of preparation is generally heard in the same part as the
dissonant note. The striking of a discord is called its percussion

,

e-s-—

Ex. 80.

I
*-'

I I

=P2:

:^ Fp=

~(^~

i2z:

fc
fij

92. The necessity for preparing a discord depends entirel}^ on
the character of the discord itself. Dominant discords liave

long ceased to be considered among those requiring preparation.
The pupil need not therefore bind himself to prepare his dominant
sevenths; but the resolution of discords can never be dispensed
with. They may indeed be sometimes resolved irregularly, but the
feeling of rest in a concord must follow a discord sooner or later.

The minor seventh should not be doubled, e.g.—

Ex. 81.

Bad.

93. The chord of the dominant seventh, and many other
discords, can be resolved in two wajs—diatonically or chroma-
tically. The principal diatonic resolutions of the dominant
seventh in the major and minor modes are the following :

—

Ex. 82. Ex. 83. Ex. 84.

—
j

^
1
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Ex. 85.

i i;=S5

^ 231

g -g-

-rr

Ex. S6.

/I
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It will be remembered that when 5 goes to 6, or 6 to 5, the J
generally remain stationary, e.g.—

90. -i^

=t=S-C— — —• •—^—=j-

^ P-f—
5 6 6 6 8 7

96. Lines placed under notes, in the place where figures

usually stand, imply that the sounds of the previous chord are
to be retained, e.g.—

Ex. 91.

3F=g=S
9

:r=t:

1—I—

r

^
A A J. J.

m^^^^ Tt
"T^

97. A False Relation is the separation of two chromatic
notes, by giving one of them to one part and the other to

another part, e.g.—

Ex. 92.

P^^^ ^- sa^

m ?P2=
1=^-

-Ef^2_

P
If the chromatic notes both occur in the same part, the bad

effect is avoided e.g.—
Ex. 93

r^

m=t^
-f-T-

m I I <v
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98. The bad effect of a false relation may be heard even when
a chord intervenes between the chromatic notes.

-I3i:
-^rr-

Ex. 94.
r=r ^5^=

7r:r.
:^2= f-j :

-r

gg. There are many cases in which a progression which

appears to be a false relation to the eye is not at all offensive to

the ear. Experience will show the pupil when he may safely

neglect the ordinary rule against them.

A.
<?•

A.

MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. What is meant by a fundamental bass ?

A. The note on which a chord is built.

Q. Give me an example.

A . In the chord C, E, G the note C is called the fundamental
bass, in whatever position the notes arc found, C, E, G ; E, G, C ;

or G, C, E.

Q. Then the inversion of a chord does not alter the funda-

mental bass ?

A. Certainly not.

What other names are given to the fundamental bass ?

Root, ground-note, or generator.

In analysing chords, how is it best to state their nature ?

First, say the number of the inversion ; next, the name of

the chord ; lastly, the note on which it is built. For instance,
" The second inversion of the common chord of F."

Q. What is the chord of the dominant seventh ?

A . It consists of the dominant of any key, with its third, fifth,

and seventh; for example, G, B, D, F, in the key of C ; or, again,

E, G^ B, D, on E.

Q. Why do you say " oti " E ?

A. Because that is the note on which it is built. It is built o«

E, but is in the key of A.

Q. Can you state this fact in general terms ?

A. Yes ; all dominant chords are built on the dominant, but
are in the key of the tonic.

Q. What do you mean by a discord ?

A . A chord containing a dissonant interval, or a discordant
note.
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Q. How many sounds can be brought together without dis-

turbing the idea of concord ?

A. Only three ; a note, with its third and fifth, as in the major
and minor common chords.

Q. What is a concord ?

A. A chord containing nothing but consonant intervals.

Q. What is a discord ?

A. A chord containing one or more dissonant intervals.

Q. How many inversions has the chord of thedommant seventh?
A. Three.

Q. How are they figured ?

A. First inversion, ? ; second, J ; third, i.

Q. Are these the full forms of the figures ?

A, No; I implies a 3 ; | implies a 6; | implies a 6.

Q. What is the figuring of the original position ?

A. A y, implying a | also.

Q. How is it that this chord forms so important a liiLk

between a major key and its tonic minor ; and, again, between
a minor key and its tonic major ?

A. Because the chord is the same in both cases ; for example,
A, CJ, E, and G is the chord of the dominant seventh in the

keys of D major (two sharps) and D minor (one fiat) ; and it

will lead into one key as well as mto the other.

Q. What is the preparation of a discord ?

A. Making the dissonant note appear as a consonant note in

the previous chord.

Q. What is the percussion of a discord ?

A. The chord in which the dissonant note is struck.

Q. What is the resolution of a discord ?

A. The taking of a dissonant note to a consonant note in the
chord following.

Q. Do dommant discords require preparation ?

A. No, they are particularly free from harshness.

Q. Into what classes are resolutions of the chord of the
dominant seventh divided ?

A. Into two classes, diatonic resolutions and chromatic
resolutions.

Q. What is the meaning of lines under notes in the place of

figures ?

A. They direct that the sounds of the previous chord are to

be retained.

Q. What is a false relation ?

A. The separation of two notes of the chromatic scale, caused
by not giving both to the same part.

Q. How can it be avoided ?

A . By giving both the notes to the same part.
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EXERCISES ON THE CHORD OF THE DOMINANT
SEVENTH.

ALTO AND TENOR PARTS TO BE ADDED.

4 rJ ^ -rJ ^^ •J -
I

J ^J-J^ =P=?=
^ ^

'

^
i:J

2̂ [^ P (^
i^

T—1—

r

4
3

:^ :^ r-* P ^
6 4 6

2

1 \

^ ^

2z: =^ :^
5

4 I^ Z2=t^: 2::£

^3=^ f̂J f^ ^ —rp̂
rrrr-rr

-f^—I
1 HS'

—

7n—P^-

JZ^:

4 6 6 6
3 5

6
4 6
3

4 6 6 5
2 4 3

II.

^
a>^-4 :^ ^^=#^

3i:

33
f^ *

4 6
2

^
:g=-p *-

6 7

j?,
I

^ J|J I .J.|
I

I II J|J J l J . l -T--]

S

*=e: g
r' l r rif r

n I
* ?3=

6 6 5
4 «

' I r
f4 6 e e
2 4 4

. 3

^

When the bass of 4 rises, the third of the bass may rise also. t>V\ \\ u>'""''

#^^^.
*
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^=^
=«=S:Y"^—^ 22Z

^ -^r-r:^ E ^^-P-S'- rrT
4 6 6 5
2 4 3

B
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IV.

gafjJJ
|

.^ fjfH^
i ^ v^

EE^^^3e^
-yrzr-

^ f^i SI .s^^^-^

6 6
5 5 *^ ^

4 2

isE^"^ d- -g) rjrj (-J -j^

s

g r i

' r f'^'^ ^ =822==^

6 6 6
4 4 5

3 t;

US 6 6 6 4
4 2

i
d2=t: 3izz:^—s^-

CD !:i '- G S
S

=822:

^ -TTJ-E^ O fg iS^ P
6 5 7

if I 4
3

6 7 1)7

iiti -t—I-

3^^S± ^rzznr*:
S

ŝ^ffe^ (
!:?• »-

-j—hr'—i—
"-t
—

^

6746 6 67 67
6 3 5 ;

E 2
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i J—

L

I ^ 4^—

L

*
a^ *^

i^ -s*-^

^^< i> a,* =;irrt=
-r^ * !^rm^ t=t=t tut ^?E&t=t

6 4 6
6 2

6 4 6 6
5 2

8 4 6
t! 5 4

3

^ It^
"*^~

*r '^9 * ^g.

^ --J:"-=^

^ » f^^ -^-1*^
^

^—^-

7 6 817 5 6 6 5

i 4 3

f=^=
6 7

VI.

^ S==i^W=^ M'»s. -j-^

r-^r r
I
fTr

-+- S-i^_p:=3t £-ri^^ :p*

^fi!^1 1-

46 6465 66 7 „ 464
3 3434 % \ 23

o

i
^^ > r>-^

:=5t: -A-t-
3t=StJzac V^-J-

F

:

t-T ;^ —Jl*

*Hfc«;
-TtpT
W. S

6 6
6

4 6
2

6 S 6
4 4
3

6 6 b7 6 6 6
4 4 3 4 3
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EXERCISES ON THE CHORD OF THE DOMINANT
SEVENTH.

TREBLE, ALTO, AND TENOR TO BE ADDED.

mji r (' r F =2== 3^5=a
«4 6
2

r? -p- r? s^2217 r?

4 6
2

4 4
3 2

»^rf^ :^= I& :^
g) ^ ^^ Z2l

3

6 6
4
3

6 7

IL

^m r> I

* p-yS/J p 3?=^
t=t

6 4
3

6 6
b5

H4
2

^z: gmirfc: ?==:^z: ^^2z22:

6 4
2

6 4
3 45

III.

m ^KSE p I
* 1^-r^ "t^ J''!*-

4 6 6
2

6 7
4 f

^7 - 6 4 6 6 6

4 3

S r # ii# ^r # J ^=Si:•"»g
I

I ^S
6
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IV.

v^ fcg
\\w^ --^

S=fS^2=
^1=;-2^^- 32:

44
2

6
4
3

14
2

^ T^-T^ IZ2I
iciz =^ =^

D6

^ i^T^ *Eg^rg-4;g^ :^ r^ 22=i^2:
-t-

6

US

6 6

5

P=^
d'l J J '-^

-

p-r:^ T==]: :^^g-|-^'=^ :^=^2=^^
6 jt4 6 6 6

2 4 5

'-^^-^

6 6
4
3

6 7

m -^ zz: :i^
221 =^±22 T-:^-;

6
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CHAPTER VIII.

100. When a consonant note is sustained through the chord
which follows, and forms a discord, it is called a discord of

suspension, or simply a Suspension.

Ex. 95.

S
J T^^' Jz

^

sp^

7^

~T7
-

I 9 8

The above (Ex. 95) shows the suspension 9 to 8.

loi. It will be seen that the percussion of the discord occurs
on the accented portion of the bar, and also that the note of

preparation is bound to the dissonant note so as to prevent its

repetition. This example also shows that a g implies a 5 and 3
of the bass note.

102. It frequently happens that the ground-note of chords of
the ninth is omitted in the inversions. The first and second
inversions of the suspension of Ex. 95 will therefore be

—

Ex. 95.

f=^
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103. If the pupil will examine the figuring of Ex. 96 and 97,
he will see that the former is figured

I to |, and the latter f to ^.

This plainly shows that figuring is merely a system of measure-
ment from the lowest note, and has nothing whatever to do with

the derivation or nature of a chord.

The percussion of the discords in Ex. 96 and 97 is described,

in the former by I. and in the latter by f, and yet both are

inversions of a ninth.

104. Unless the pupil fully appreciates this fact, any great

progress in harmony will be impossible ; it cannot therefore be
said too often that " the figures under a chord are only intended

to describe the intervals it contains, not to show its derivation."

EXERCISE.

Write out Ex. 95 to 98 in several keys.

105. The suspension 9 to 8 occurs on all the degrees of the

scale, except the leading-note. It is, however, rarely used on
the mediant.

106. The ninth is usually not less than nine notes distant

from its tonic ; that is, it rarely occurs as a 2 to i.

107. In Ex. 96, attention should be called to the fact that the

\ does not include a 5 ; the reason is, the fifth of the bass note

would here be the seventh of the ground note, and so form an
additional discord.

For the same reason the f in Ex. 97 does not include a 3.

108. The ninth should not be prepared by an eighth, e.g. —

Ex. 99.

—r-.

m :^

^
^

I22Z

=^ =?=:

r
Bad. Bad.

109. Another form of stating the same rule is, " A progression
which is bad without a suspension is not made good by the
introduction of a suspension." If the suspensions were taken
away from the progressions in Ex. 99, consecutive octaves
would be found; therefore the progressions are bad, although the
suspensions appear to have removed the consecutives.

no. Such progressions as the above (Ex. 99) should be
avoided, not only between the extreme parts, but between any
parts.
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The following are also objectionable between ayiy two parts

:

Ex. loo.

i
-I- i^ad J- ^ J

I, !
J ^

:22;

^ ?^?= =?=::^ :^= ^=P -r
Bad.

Such progressions have so much the effect of consecutive
octaves that the}' are called Hidden Octaves. They can be
discovered by filling in the intermediate notes in the part which
moves by a skip.

III. For analogous reasons, such progressions as the following
are called Hidden Fifths.

1-

E.\. loi.

ps^ :?2=
=?:=: :^

These, too, can be discovered by filling in the intermediate

notes in the part which moves by a skip.

Hidden fifths are not disallowed unless they occur in the

extreme parts. Hidden fifths even in the extreme parts may
sometimes be used with good effect.

MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. What is a suspension ?

A . The sustaining of a consonant note into the next chord so

as to form a discord.

Q. What is the suspension g to 8 ?

A . It is the discord of the ninth resolving on to the eighth, the
ninth being prepared in the previous chord.

Q. How is the ninth accompanied ?

^. ByaJ.
Q. Has it any inversions ?

A. Yes ; the 3rd, or 5th, or gth may be in the bass, but in the
inversions the ground-note is generally omitted.

Q. How would the first inversion be figured ?

A. 7 or |.
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Q. Would it then be right to call it a chord of the seventh ?

A. Certainly not; figures only show the intervals which a

chord contains, they do not explain its derivation.

Q. Does the suspension g to 8 occur on other notes besides the

tonic ?

A. Yes, but it is rarely heard on the mediant, and never on
the leading-note.

Q. Is there any rule relating to the preparation of the ninth ?

A. Yes, the g should not be prepared by an 8.

Q. Does any general rule enforce this ?

A . Yes. " A progression which is wrong when the suspension

is omitted, is wrong when it is introduced. Bad without the

suspension, bad with it."

Q. What are hidden octaves and fifths ?

A . Motion between two parts which S7iggests consecutive

octaves and fifths although they do not actually occur.

Q. How can they be discovered ?

A. By filling up in one or both parts the intermediate notes

diatonically, when octaves or fifths will appear.

Q. Are they always forbidden ?

A. No, they are sometimes used with good effect.

EXERCISES ON THE SUSPENSION NINE TO
EIGHT, AND ITS INVERSIONS.

I.

(Filled up for an example to the pupil.)

g=5J: ^±1 u zS: ^ ^?=:^^^ r -o—.s —

^

m -^
9=(=^

^ zz:z=^ ^^ ^^ ^1—

r

^- jri. jS- -A I A.
'(«^ zz: -^-^

Z2Z 1 1-

8 9 8 9 8 8 86 6-
5 4

[Notice that the fifth of the tonic is doubled in the inversions.]
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ALTO AND TENOR PARTS TO BE ADDED.

II.

ie^^̂ <̂ r-J-

=^
^=9~^V^>-~^ i^

Q Q Ir
:?=

98 6 986 98 98 6 98 98

^ ig r. =2:fc=S
->^ .^ fj 2ZI ::^

S
(no 5th) (no 3rd) (no 3rd)

-^"^S^ =?^ :^
Sfe: =^

It

766 6-B 6 6 986 6-63- 544 5 543
3

III.
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TREBLE. ALTO, AND TENOR TO BE ADDED.*

4 7 6
2 3-

V.

E& ISIZZ ^^ ^=?=:
isi

6 5 9 8
4 3

65 9 8
4 3

7 6
3-

^ ^^^ :St
7 6
3-

9 8 7 6
3-

9 8 6 5

4 3

VI.W^ m m^IE£
:?2=

zi:
6 5
4 3

9 8 9 8 6-
5 4

9 8

grit it r^ g»
^^P^^ 2i:

2:^:

7 6 6 9 8
3- 5

t 6 98 7 6
3 -

5 6
3 4

* The pupil must be careful to remember that there is no 5 in I, and no 3
in I when they represent respectively the first and second inversion of the
suspension g to 8. In all other cases ?, includes 5 ; g includes 3.
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CHAPTER IX.

112. It has been already stated tliat the 9 to 8 is used on

various degrees of the scale, and in the exercises just given it

will occasionally be found on the Dominant. But it is so

frequently used without preparation on the dominant that it

cannot be called a suspension ; some authors call it the chord

of the Added Ninth ; others, the Fundamental Ninth. The
chord of the Dominant Ninth is, however, the best name for it.

In its full form it is not so often met with as in its inversions.

It is rarely used without the seventh ; and is often found on

the unaccented portion of a bar.

Like the suspension 9 to 8, the dominant ninth loses its

ground-note in its inversions. In its resolution the ninth

descends, the seventh (being minor) descends, the third (being

the leading-note) ascends.

Ex. 102. Ex. 103. Ex. 104.

m _£s_
:?=::

Ex. 105.

T̂ I

*
4 6

i

Ex. 106.

-I-

^

:^ ^
S-p=^ =s=

or better.

Z2I
-^^
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113. The fifth of this chord, when below the ninth, must
always ascend a note 01 fall a fifth. Consecutive fifths would
be made if the fifth should descend one degree, e.g.—

Ex. 107.

m

m
A
^F^

Bad.

Ex. 108.

('i> H iW^
m

r

^

^^
Good.

:̂^3=

EXERCISE.

Write out Ex. 102 to 106 in several keys.

114. It should also be noticed that in the chord of resolution

the third of the tonic is doubled, even if the chord of resolution

is the first inversion of the key-chord (see Ex. 104 and 105) ;

also that | implies a 6, and | also implies a 6.

115. The ninth may in every case resolve before the minor
seventh. This could be done by making the note A (in Ex. 102
to 106) into A, G, crotchets.

MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. Is the Dominant ninth called a suspension?

A. No; because it is so frequently used without preparation.

Q. What then is it called ?

A. Some call it the chord of the Added ninth; others, the
Fundamental ninth.

Q. What notes does it consist of ?

A. The Dominant, with its third, fifth, seventh, and ninth.

Q. How is it resolved ?

A. The ninth proceeds down, the seventh down, but the

leading-note (the third of the chord) always goes up to the

tonic.
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Q. What becomes of the fifth of the chord ?

A. If it is below the ninth it cannot go to the next degree
below, because by so doing it would make consecutive fifths ; it

therefore either moves one degree up or goes down a fifth.

Q. Does the whole chord resolve at once ?

A. It may either do so or the ninth may resolve before the
seventh.

Q. What is the first inversion of the dominant ninth on the
ground-note Bi' ?

A . D, F. Al?, C. C goes to B?, Ab to G, F to G, D to Eb.

Q. Why have you not included Bt> ?

A. Because the ground-note is generally omitted in the
inversions.

Q. What is tlie third inversion of the dominant ninth on the
ground-note D ?

A. C, Ff, A, E. E goes to D, A to B, Ff to G, C to B.

EXERCISES ON THE CHORD OF THE DOMINANT
NINTH.

I.

I

m :^E3^ ^^^^ -rzl- Z!=tLrJ rJ
3

g r^ r^e:&3:^ ^ r^^ =^-1—

r

4 6
3

i«k=jf= i^E^̂^=^=^ t|=t

5
TT^-r:)-

:2^=^ iMr

W :?2: fi P^
f ' r fT ''-i r^

T
G 6 \
4

9 6 7 6
7 5 5

6 6 5
4 3
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II

et a^ggrj
,d^^ :^^:^ zz; -(3-

2^:

5=-flai rr^
4 6 6-
3 6 5

6 5
4 3

9 8

7 -

h
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IV.

^S^ rj r̂^^ -f=2-S^
22: ^=2=2 g

^?2;

--'^»- P :&=^
6
5 -

6 6 6 6 4
4 2

Sfrr^ :?2:-^T^ 122:

P i:^ 2:2:* 2i:1 1- TtS- Zi;

7 -
5 -

6 5
4 3

V.

^^ tF?=
eI^4 E^

^= *:=Sr*= St:?2:3 |S^

e 6 6.5 4
4 43 3

^.^f-rl^J J :^=*: :^ g ^
6 6
5

6 7 6 6 7

VI.

^ly^.i J r r^^ -7S<-

- 7 6
- 6-

6 5

4i^ ^ ::;=P S^^ J P i
>-

^^^^ ^t=^
4 6
3

6 6
5

6 6 6
4 qs

6 5
4 3
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CHAPTER X.

ii6. The suspension 4 to 3 is found on the tonic and all

degrees of the scale. It is, however, rarely used on the fourth

degree (sub-dominant), because the 4 from the sub-dominant is

an augmented fourth. It is also rarely found on the leading-

note.

109.

:*=Srv^rr Ex. iio.

W^^

T

9Ei^ r
m5=^=^2:^

Ex. III. '

^ :z2i

S m
2 -

In Ex. 109 is the original position of the suspension 4 to 3.

In Ex. no the fifth of the ground-note is in the bass.

In Ex. Ill the suspension 4 to 3 is in the bass.

117. It will be noticed that the 4 to 3 is only accompanied
by^

118. In this chord the third of the ground-note should not be
heard at the same time as the fourth.

It is a general rule that " a discord should not be heard with
the note on to which it is resolved," but exceptions will be seen

in Ex. 116 to 119; and the original position of the suspended
ninth is an exception (see Ex. 95).

EXERCISE.
Write out Ex. 109 to in in several keys.

119. The 4 to 3 on the dominant is not called a suspension;

it is called the chord of the Dominant Eleventh. It is, like all

dominant discords, used frequently without preparation ; but of

course it may be prepared.
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It is most commonly combined with the seventh.

77

Ex. 112. Ex. 113.

F

w
^ T^

-r:r-

-rj^

^^
^

:?=:

zi
?=:

4 3 7 -
4 3

7 6
4 -
3 -

J f'J Jl-J

g
6 -
5 4
2 -

5
4 -
2 -

In Ex. 112 is the dominant eleventh in its original position.

In Ex. 113 the fifth of the ground-note is in the bass.

In Ex. 114 the seventh is in the bass.

In Ex. 115 the dominant eleventh is in the bass.

All of these may be used without a chord of preparation.

ff^
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Ex. Il8.
5 :?2=

:3==^= Et

•a Ex. 119.

w 22=

In Ex. 116 is the original position of the suspended leading-

note.

In Ex. 117 the third of the ground-note is in the bass.

In Ex. 118 the fifth is in the bass.

In Ex. iig the suspended leading-note is in the bass.

121. The leading-note and ground-note should of course be

kept at a distance of not less than a seventh.

EXERCISE.

Write out Ex. 116 to 119 in several keys.

MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. What is the suspension 4 to 3 ?

A. It is the fourth of the ground-note going to the third,

accompanied only by i and 5.

Q. Why is there no third in it ?

A. Because the 4 resolves on to 3.

Q. Does this come under any general rule ?

A. Yes; a discord should not be heard with the note on to

which it is to resolve.

Q. Are there no exceptions to this rule ?

A. Yes, many; but chiefly the original position of the sus-

pended ninth, and also the chord of the suspended leading-note

and its inversions.

Q. Is 4 to 3 on;the Dominant a suspension ?

A. No; it is frequently used without preparation, and is

generally called the chord of the dominant eleventh.

Q. What note is often used with the dominant eleventh ?

A . The minor seventh ; it adds greatly to its beauty.

Q. What is the suspended leading-note you just referred to ?

A. It is the leading-note sustained into the tonic chord and
then resolved upwards.

Q. Is it right to call it a suspension if it resolves upward ?

A . Many authors call it a retardation.
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EXERCISES ON THE CHORDS OF THE SUSPENDED
FOURTH, DOMINANT ELEVENTH, AND SUS-
PENDED LEADING-NOTE.

^
ALTO AND TENOR TO BE ADDED.

F^^^ 2:^: 22:
IZ2I

-^-r:^

^^ gi^ r 2̂.Z2Z :^
:^ ^

I ^
6 4 3 5
S 2

-S" S> /-J I
g?

4 3 6
I '- U''

zS: E^= :^:

r 22=^=:z2zis: ~g?~

^ <r?

'^'^

6 -
5 4
2 -

76 4 3 7116 67 434- 4-43
3- 3 -

II.
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III.
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CHAPTER XI.

122. When two notes are suspended the chord is termed a
Double Suspension. When three notes are suspended the
chord is called a Triple Suspension.
Double and triple suspensions are formed by the combination

of those already learnt by the pupil—namely, 9 to 8, 4 to 3, and
7 to 8.

Ex. 120. Ex. 121. Ex. 122.

m\ L

f
-r:)-

m
is ^ g> i
?ci=

~<r:n

^ ==±:

S

m
9 8

By combining 9 to 8, and 4 to 3, we obtain-

Ex. 123.

By combining 4 to 3, and 7 to 8, we ohtain-

Ex. 124.

.V ^
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By combining 9 to 8, and 7 to 8, we obtain

—

4^

Ex. 125.

iJFf
zaLi

m 0Z

1—
I

These three (Ex. 123 to 125) are the most important double
suspensions in use. They may be remembered by their figuring :

9 8- 78
4 3 > 4 3' 7

123. By combining the three suspensions in Ex. 120 to 122,

we obtain

—

„ 1 ,--:rr^ 1 1

Ex. 126.
W^ =P2=

-^r-

w=^ -^rr-

This triple suspension may be remembered by its figuring: 7 8_

124. We have already stated that the dominant eleventh is

heard not only by itself, but also with the seventh.

Ex. 127.

i
i

--' d

Ex. 128.

m -^zr \

^ ^
::^

m ~izr

If we add the dominant ninth to Ex. 128, we shall obtain

—

Ex. 129.

This is the triple discord on the dominant corresponding to

the triple suspension on the tonic shown in Ex. 126.
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125. The pupil should now turn back to Ex. 95 to 98, 102 to

106, 109 to 119, and notice that all the chords can be used in the
minor key. He will have, of course, to place three flats in the
signature and mark the B's with a natural.

EXERCISE.
Write out Ex. 95 to 98, 102 to 106, 109 to 119, in the key of

C minor ; afterwards in several minor keys.

126. When Ex. 103 to 106 have been converted into the key
of C minor, the pupil will discover that he has found one of the
most beautiful and useful chords in music:—

Ex. 130. i

^^
r*^

Ex. 131.

m*
^^

^ =?z:

Ex. 132. Ex. I33'

Jr-P
^-^7-t-

n
^

6
5

^ ^^
-^^

6

^1

The above (Ex. 130 to 132) show the chord of the Diminished
Seventh and its inversions. It is so called because it contains
the interval of the diminished seventh (Bi] and AP in the above
examples).

127. But inasmuch as this chord is derived from the full

chord of the Minor Ninth, e.s^.—

Ex. 134.

^^ ^

many writers call Ex. 130 the first inversion of the chord of
the minor ninth, Ex. 131 the second inversion of the same,
Ex. 132 the third inversion, and Ex. 133 the fourth inversion.
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This chord is capable of Enharmonic Change—that is, a
change of notation without alteration of sound, e.g.—

Ex. 135. •

7
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Q. What is the chord of the diminished seventh ?

A. It is formed on the leading-note of the minor scale; for

example, in the key of C minor it would consist of Bf;], D, F,

and At?.

Q. Why is it called the chord of the diminished seventh ?

A . Because the interval of the diminished seventh is found in

it, as, for example, between Bb and Ai? in the chord just named.
Q. What makes this chord so useful in modulation or change

of key ?

A. Its capability for enharmonic change.

Q. What is enharmonic change ?

A. A change of notation without change of sound.

Q. What form of the minor scale gave rise to the chord of the

diminished seventh ?

A, The modern form, having a leading-note and minor sixth,

up and down.

EXERCISES ON DOUBLE AND TRIPLE SUSPEN-
SIONS, AND ON TWOFOLD AND THREEFOLD
DOMINANT DISCORDS, &c.

ALTO AND TENOR TO BE ADDED.

I

J^J-li.l 4-,-^4^ d d ''^ S F=5=^ ^-2^:^: :m^ -T=i-

g -^-r^~r:r g :?2:

r-r
6 9 8
5 4 3

7 7 8 4 6 6
4 3 3 5

8
4 3

^,n.\
\

^^^rv^.\^'^
\

'hm ::z2:

w -KT^ 221^ nry-

6 07 9 8
t!4 3

6 7 9

5
-
4 3

6 7 9 8
4 3 7 3

4
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zJr=^ ^rJ S ^^

s ~~r:r^TT=^ 1—

r

6 7 9 8
4 3 7 3

4

9 8
7 6

6 5 7
4 3

III.

pi :^ 1^=2^2£;
22:^ :^ 3:± c^ gl

^iS: Z2:
22Z

?2=

6 7 9 8
7 3
4

M I I " t '

^ 3-^ d^ ^^ ,d 2iziz:
rJ I rJ ^1

-1t^-

^i^ =?=:r:? f='
^-^ r? 1-

'6 7 6 6 7 6 7

*4 *6 6 4 - i
fi 3 -
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TREBLE, ALTO. AND TENOR TO BE ADDED.

IV.

gdt4 r (

* ^ -r-^r -g^ STr-P"
I

I

I

6 9 8
5 4 3

\^ 43 G 9 8 e
lis tl4 3 4

3

4 3

^^
r ^ ^ r^^ ^

6 -
5 4
2 -

4 3 e 6
t5

6 5
4 3

^ ^ :^2=22: :?= :^=p:t±: 1—

r

9 8
4 3

t|4 l;4 6
2 2

H q7 8 4 6
4 3 2

>| r'
>' ? ^^;fc^ zz

^ ?2=^ ^
6 5
4 3

7 4:; 6 6 .9 8
117 3
4

t 6 6 6
5 4

9 8
7 3
4

VI.
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CHAPTER XII.

lag. Some musicians speak of Triads. A triad is a chord
which consists, when taken in its original position and closest

form, of three sounds not more than a third from each other.

Ex. 136. Ex. 137. Ex. 13S. Ex. 139.

^i ^p ^=1 ^
Major Triad. Minor Triad. Imperfect Triad. Augmented Triad.

In Ex. 136 and 137 the reader will see his old friends the major
and minor common chords.*

130. The Imperfect Triad, or, as it is also called, the
Diminished Triad, will be at once recognised as a fragment of
the chord of the minor seventh—namely, the three upper notes
of G, B, D, F. The imperfect triad is not pretty. It can
be tolerated in a sequence or uniform succession of harmonic
progressions, e.g.—

Ex. 140.
^̂

-J-
t

F=^
^

r=^ g
-r

SE
^^-

&c.

-f=_ ^ :g=
It

6 6 6

The most common position of the imperfect triad is its first

inversion, e.g.— _n
1 |_

Ex. 141.

^- _zZ:

T"

m ^=t.^^ I
6
3

In this form it is called the chord | on the Supertonic. The
seventh of the ground-note is doubled (see the two F's) ; one goes
down, the other up ;

generally the higher of the two sevenths
descends, the lower ascends (as in Ex. 141).

* Of course, Triads may be found in those keys whose scales contain their

constituent notes, e.g. ;

—

Ex. 136.—May be in the keys of C, G, and F major, and F and E minor.
Ex. 137.—In Bp, Aj?, Et> major, and C and G minor.
Ex. 13S.—In C major, and C and A minor.
Ex. 139.—In the kev of E minor.
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The remaining form of the imperfect triad—namely, J on the

sub-dominant, e.g.—

X. 142.
<^

should be carefully avoided.
131. The augmented triad is generally found on the dominant.

-^—55

Ex. 143.
,

^) ^

-5fc

132. The minor seventh can be used with the augmented triad,

and adds much to the beauty of the chord, e.g.—

Ex. 144.

133. A very beautiful chord is found on the sub-dominant :

—
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134. When the last chord of a movement in the minor mode
consists of a major common chord, as in old Church music, this

major chord is called the Tierce de Picardie.

135. A very beautiful chord is found on the super-dominant

of the minor key, called the Chord of the Augmented Sixth.

It exists in three forms :

—

Ex. 146. Ex.

rL

147.

(^
^"^^-

^-Nr s:

A jS.

le.'; r
I
[

=P2=

b 6?^T^
A.
^^

^̂̂
-Y-

r

A A
:z2r

Ex. 148, i
i

fr-gsiL_^
S
^ =22:: "rzr-

J-

m^^ C' f'
3z:

A ver\' great deal might be said about this chord and others

derived from it, the pupil must, however, be content at present to

become familiar with its sound and appearance. The chord •# in

Ex. 146 is known as the Italian Sixth ; that in Ex. 147 as the

French Sixth ; that in Ex. 148 as the German Sixth. It will

be noticed that in Ex. 148 the augmented sixth is not followed
at once by a common chord of G, the dominant of C minor. The
reason is this : if the E? in the tenor descended directly to D,
consecutive fifths would arise between the tenor and bass parts.

Hence it is generally said that the German sixth is " followed

by a I in order to avoid consecutives."

These chords are often used in the major mode.

EXERCISE.
Write out Ex. 146, 147, and 148 in several minor ke3's.
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136. Some authors consider 6 to 5, and « to ^ on the tonic, to

be suspensions, e.g.—

Ex. 149.

\

=t^
eJl

:^
Ex. 150.

=&

"^^ ?i \H ^
tr-\

J-^^
6 5
4 3

137. When used on the dominant the 6 to 5 is called the

dommant thirteenth, e.g.—

Ex. 151.

6 5

This chord often contains a minor seventh, e.g.—

r
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139. When it occurs on the accented part of the bar it is

often followed at once by the dominant chord, e.g.—

Ex. 155.

^ ^^
^^ ir2i^ ~r:^

be

^

Of course in a sharp key naturals will be used to cause the
depression of the third and sixth in this chord.

140. Passing-notes are scale-sounds which lie between notes
essential to the harmony, but are not themselves essential.

When the passing scale-sounds are diatonic they are called
Diatonic Passing-notes ; when they are chromatic they are
called Chromatic Passing-notes. The passing-notes in the
following examples are marked by a x .

DIATONIC PASSING-NOTES.
Ex. 156. 100^
P

J J J

SE^ * ^ ^

Wz
&,

I '^i

.^Li.

rs '
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Ex. 157.
CHROMATIC PASSING-NOTES.

X X

^g^ 321* f> :Si=

w.
-^zsr 321

rz2i

-^•^E^
X I

^ 1*7" 22;

X X f-
142. When chromatic unessential notes occur on accented

portions of the bar they are sometimes called Auxiliary Notes.
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145. The imperfect cadence is also called the Half-Close ; it

is just the reverse of the authentic cadence, for it is a progression

from tonic to dominant, and seems almost to ask a question, e.g.—
IMPERFECT CADENCE.

. 161. J
E

""s:?"

m
146. The interrupted cadence consists of a temporary delay of

the perfect cadence, e.g.—
Ex. 162.

I
4- 4- d

/r\

-rzi- rj ^
f=f=^ ~w
J= J -Jlj -I-•tHi
:?s: 4: -Sr± ?=

147. Every key has certain closely allied keys called Attendant
Keys or Relative Keys. They are

—

1. The relative minor.
2. The key of the dominant.

3. The relative minor of the dominant key.

4. The key of the sub-dominant.

5. The relative minor of the sub-dominant key.
The attendant keys of C are therefore A minor, G major,

E minor, F major, D minor.

148. To give a full account of modulation would require
greater space than we can afford. The pupil must study it in

other works and be content at present with a bare definition.

Modulation is the moving from one key into another.
When modulation is made by passing through attendant keys
it is called Natural or Diatonic ; when it is made by a more
sudden change it is called Extraneous or Chromatic ; when it

is made by changing the notation of the connecting chords it is

called Enharmonic
149. When a change of notation but not a change of pitch is

made (as, for example, key C$ to key D!?) it is called an
Enharmonic Change.

150. A transition is the rapid passing through any key, with-
out remaining sufficiently long in it to establish a modulation.
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MASTER AND PUPIL.

Q. How many triads are in ordinary use ?

A. Four ; the major, minor, imperfect, and augmented.
Q. What is the most common position of the imperfect triad ?

^ . As a 5 on the super-tonic with the third doubled ; the

upper third descending, the lower ascending.

Q. What is the most common position of the augmented
triad ?

A. On the dominant. A minor seventh is often used with it.

Q. What is the chord of the added sixth ?

A. A chord of f on the sub-dominant.

Q. What suspensions besides the g, the 7, and the 4 are

occasionally found ?

A . The 6 to 5, and | to j on the tonic.

Q. What name is given to the corresponding dominant chords ?

A. The chord of the dominant thirteenth. The minor seventh
is often used with it.

Q. What is the chord of the Neapolitan sixth ?

A. A minor third and minor sixth on the sub-dominant, used
in both the major and minor modes.

Q. What are passing-notes ?

A. Scale-sounds not essential to the harmony.
Q. How many sorts of passing-notes are there ?

.1. Two, diatonic and chromatic; diatonic when they are
portions of a diatonic scale ; chromatic when they are portions
of a chromatic scale.

Q. In what part of a bar do they generally occur?
A. On the unaccented portion.

Q. What are they called if they occur on the accented part of

the bar ?

A. Auxiliary notes.

Q. What is a cadence ?

A . The last progression in a musical sentence.

Q. What are the principal divisions of cadences?
A. Into perfect, imperfect, interrupted.

Q. How many perfect cadences are there ?

A . Two ; the authentic and plagal.

Q. Describe them.
A. The authentic is a progression from the dominant to the

tonic ; the plagal from the sub-dominant to the tonic.

Q. What is the imperfect cadence ?

A. It is a progression from tonic to dominant ; it is an
authentic cadence reversed. It is also called the half-close.

Q. What is an interrupted cadence ?

A. It is a sudden breaking off of an expected close.
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Q. What are attendant or relative keys?
A. The relative minor and the keys of the dominant and sub-

dominant, with their relative minors.

Q. What are the attendant keys of E ?

A . eg minor, B major, G# minor, A major, Fj minor.
Q. What is modulation .'

A. A moving from one key into another.

Q. Into how many kinds is it divided ?

A. Three; diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic.
Q. Explain them.
A. Diatonic modulation is the passing from one key to

another by attendant keys ; chromatic modulation is passing
from one key to another by using chromatic progressions

;

enharmonic modulation is passing from one key to another by
using a change of notation.

Q. What is the chord of the augmented sixth ?

A. A chord containing a sharpened sixth on the minor sixth
of the scale ; the interval between these two notes, being an
augmented sixth, gives the chord its name.

Q. Does it occur in more than one form ?

A. Yes, in three, known as the Italian, French, and German.

EXERCISES.

$m J
j

i-J ^ PP=1=
<rJ cJ ^=:=^-

V
'=> i r-J rJ r-J ^ H?^

^3E irrm Ty isz:
~in~ -&- •^•3!-

r . ,878798 6698 666- 7-43 543 4-6 |5
I -

Jj I

! ! ,

-i4^—«—;—«—^ M—_j—I-

^1-^
I

<'J .Sg^ g^ gi atit

tS
37-=;^:^

p i^
l
pW :?=:

I

I

1 '
I 1 il !

'^ —
176 #4 6 -6 7-S3 2 6 7

S
4

-38
6 4

9 8
6 5 7 8
4 3 4 3
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^,{jj.i
|

-'jjpja^^^^

^ni^A^fYrr
TZLlZpZZS^,=^ ^=?&

-1 ^
4 6 6
2 t!5

3

6 6 6 6
5 4 $4

3

7 6 7

4 - i

Me^^7^^^^ -^-t:^- ::c^:

i^ iv ;g^'

^ Tg-iV^

tÊ ^-^^—Y^vr ^ I r^ rnrrT
t;6 t)7 9 8 7 - 7

4 6 1]6 - a - «
o 4 — —

6 6' 6 t)6

4

^r^M
IZ2: 22i:

::ff£:S:

E•zfc:

P^
"T-^"^ •7^?"

<=> \i^ ^ 1 "-^
6 7

4 «

6 6
6

be 6 6

3 4 *

tLi\^ jj|JtrjJ|-'Jjj,jjj

^ ''inrrr r p ^^ :^=3E
:ff=«:^^^^^^:^^ ?46 6 66i78 4666 66

2 5 ^4 3 3 4 J
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V.

zt:r? a 3'f^
is"3

6
4
3

7 - 7 -
4 3 6 8

6 5
4 3

^ -?== 2ZI :^
:^S ?=:

^r?^:
7 9 8

I 4 J

6 9 8 4
5 4 3 2

5 6 6 5
4 3

6 5 5
4 1 3

VII.

^^ H=l= i ^2= ^ P itr-^ ^?^^ ;^
=t:

4 6
2

- 6 7 6
4 -
3 -

^E -^=^^mi
7 -
6 5

I

rJ rJ

4 G
3

4 6
3

6 7 6 7 6 5

4-3

VIII.
p- rf 32:

1 -2rt :^=?2 r^ :?2i

987- 987-4343 434$ 6
4
3

$7 8
4 3

22Z

I
=?=: :2=§^

-̂^ b:;^' ^ Ĵ 22:

6 - 7 -
4 3 4 ;;

9 8 07
5
3

4 3 7 8
4 3
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IX.

fefeHiJ^^^ ^m:^ :?=: <'^- '^^ 22:

8 7 6 6 !76

5 tl5 6 4 -

BiS* isz^ :?= 3S: ^22 SZI^Z
•?•:>'

4 i; 6
5

9 8 4
6 6b3
4 3

4
3

B 6 6 5
b6 4 3

9 8 8 7 6
7 7 4

X.

^IE g -I—

u

P=i^ ^ gs= r .^ . r^tgg: Z2Z
iS:i::^ -rJ—^~

6 |4 6
2

e I 9 10 676 7
3 |7 8 4 5 4

be 6 5

3 4 t

E^^rV'(-
| r f'tJ.J

|

.Jj ici^
XI.

it 6 |4
5 2

I

6 6 7

I

fte t|6 6 5
4 jf

lizia:^s^ ^21 :^ -P^^ =Prp=:±
-f-1-
4 X6 [(7

4 5
3

^^^e ijc-^iy ^!« ^^-

6 6 6 fi l]7 5 6 6 5
4 4 t!5

' 4 3
2

XII.

^^g ^^^^1zi ^S=^ 22s •^'^~

6 5 6
4
3

7 6 5 W 7 -
5 4 1; 6 5

^^ -p-^- Z2I :^^
il?^: ^=^^ :^=^

6 6 6 5 6 7
4 n l;5 5

3 3

9 8 t)6 be
4 3 b5

be 5 4 tl \

* Position of upper part to B? in tenor, Et] in alto, A|> in treble,

t A double sharp will be required in order to raise the sixth.
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EXERCISES ON COMMON CHORDS IN THREE
PARTS.

AN ALTO PART TO BE ADDED.
1. [To follow those on p. 21.]

^4 I J

V5^
T T=t

rj c> ^ /̂

^ -I-^ 2:2:
T^ -^=^-^ =52:^ -Ci-T^-^

2.

^^ -rr
=^ 22:

#4^^^
¥ ^= 3i: ^^^ :=ti221

iT±+~f—-(S^^i ^ ^-rrir-i'f-igf^

2̂ gi fV ^^ 2^^ =̂^^
^Sî

4.
f"

:?= P
:S2=

32:

j^^ 12^ 3 :^^
132: ^=^

»^ a P p
-<:i- -P-^ r?

i f^
e? f^

IZ2:

^s
t;

r? ^ri^ g-

#=t

i^
^*—a--^ h=21

—̂j—i—^-

<?
•7:^- IZ2Z

^dE

-r-^r-^ i—S>

:±fc2:
r ' i r

^ =?2=

r
I

#^^S-..,cS.a\^)'
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EXERCISES ON COMMON CHORDS IN THREE
PARTS.

A TENOR PART TO BE ADDED.
7. [To follow those on p. 22.]

im =p -r^ =^ :^=
5 rJ ^ \ -rJ

WA r^ :?2:^ 1^?7? ^^ :&Se =?=: 22: t=2=:
1 r

i^^3 r—
n—

n
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EXERCISES ON COMMON CHORDS IN FOUR PARTS.
AN ALTO AND A TENOR PART TO BE ADDED.

13. [To follow those on p. 27.]

Jjq^^-'JJJI^^^^2^^ fJ <rJ

::^^ Z2Id2±Z ^ r-> P F
I

I I

?=:
:^:

14.

^5- i=^'J.I|^UJ.3 2i: :J S4 c—s'- 2S;

f^ :^=22:

rn^TF^122:

££ s:P =^ Pi—^—

f

fe^^^^-arf^^ '•^ d d
5

^z^

cs r=>^± ^̂=-! ^
^^2

1 n^:^
16.

g^ . I
I

I I^ -J^ J-l i

-)=i ici: 4-^
z^ -g-gj:

S

g?Tr>r ^^m E^^^ ^-r=
:±:2: isz:

17.^ I ! I

J I

-^-JT^ =i*-i^:3fctt sz

^
2:2

mf fJ F :^^21^=?2: :&»b-a-
I

I I r I

-^

18.

r^4 "^ ^-^=g^ fefe g
=221

23t: 2iZ^

T^
d

=?2=

^

^

^

F^
^=t
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19.

EXERCISES ON THE CHORD SIX-FOUR.
AN ALTO AND TENOR PART TO BE ADDED.

[To precede the Exercises commencing on p. 37.]

^^=t-.^SH^I^Zfll^Z^
izSzzzz c^j^ .cJ c^ -i^J-^ ^-n^.

0-^'^ zz:
a I (^

=^
f=^

Z2I

20.

I

I

6 6 5 6 6 '5

4 3 4 *

6 5 6 5
4 3 4 3

i i^liEl
Pi3^ m1

—

6 5
4 3

I I J

i
J—

k

Sm

m -:m^
-^

^
6 6

21.
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EXERCISES ON COMMON CHORDS AND THEIR
INVERSIONS.

AN ALTO AND A TENOR PART TO BE ADDED.

[To follow those ending on p. 40.]

22.

J
l

-J
J i
J J i J ^P ^^^£^

WW=rff P f L ^ :5r=g? •

6 6 6 5 6 6
4 i

23.

CT
^ ^

riT^ a '̂ ^ d^

6 5
4 I

^

^ :t==P
fJ d ^^^=^

rJ S

w. r^ P :^: =?=^=

6 5
4 «

24.

i i^t^^^n g? [g>- ^Jir^ -Jl-^^^^ i^^gy:=iw=^Z2Z

^^ -iS. o • ^ 7=n^' 9 c?

6 6

4 »

6 6 fi

4 %
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J
| J

J J J
| J J J

=^L^
r4 * J

^^ H*-^ -^
1^ 4

'

I
I ^

1^==: b̂it ^ i^
Kh±- ^^ :^

I f>? ^
6 6 6

26.

6 6

4 #

6 6 5
4 3

I I J 1 1 I J2z:2:
F^^=»=

--i rJ :^==2^
S

^t' r r
I

r r r-^ p ^ -^-**-^ =?=?=

r6 6

27.

/^^M-±
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EXERCISES ON COMMON CHORDS AND THEIR
INVERSIONS.

TREBLE, ALTO, AND TENOR PARTS TO BE ADDED.
[To follow those ending on p. 46.]

28. ^^z^ ^m=-r^

^
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34.

HARMONY.

^ i?== ISt T^ rJ g* H^F-F^=^^H^^^
6 6 6 6

m. ^^54^=^ 1^22l

35.
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EXERCISES ON THE CHORD OF THE DOMINANT
SEVENTH AND ITS INVERSIONS.
AN ALTO AND A TENOR TO BE ADDED.

[To follow those ending on p. 62.
]

40.

i
-tr fem ^=^.

s±:^^p' ^ rJ^ -t:^-

^
-(=i-o •

:?2i

2:2=
::?E

r ' r r- r-

^
1:4 6

41.

^i;^^^

^̂ t

â J J^
^m

6 6 7
4 3

^Tf

I
^Est :^gf=^ ''-' ^-i 'f-J r- -SsJ—g^

^; gIS: :& (^ zr> p p IS2Z
T r

6 6 14 6
4 2

6 I
6

6 7

4 «

42.

^ *!

—
\ ^

-^ J- i :^:^

'

Nra r r^ =?2=

^ =S2=i

e
4
3

6 6
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^E^
zr -or-.

m :&
P^^

43.

:iE^ 3 :^^ ^^=li:^ 122:

PIP^

n?^—^—

h
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EXERCISES ON THE CHORD OF THE DOMINANT
SEVENTH AND ITS INVERSIONS.

TREBLE, ALTO, AND TENOR TO BE ADDED.
.„ [To follow those ending on p. 64.]^ :^ ^=g:=22: -(=^

4:
:^ 7^

6 4
4 2

m

m

^ 32Z

i

'^'^ I

* #

=521

e #4
4 ^^2

3

l=S=

48.

6 5

4 I^I^E m ^^

m i

49
^=^t̂ =P2= ^^^^^ :^^ P ^r^

6 6 6 6 6 4
6 4 2

50.

6 7

fer J ^ ^^^T=t
1—

6 6
4

51. =*

:e=P=
=I=t:

i*i

s?^ ^- ^•^^^-ii-^—>^

—

jr-
',fi f

6 6
5

6 6 5

4 I

b7 G
5

P
6
6

S
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^^m 1^- p £ Z2Z=^ -~^^ '.^±L
" '>

. \-

6 5

4 «

*4
2

3:^ -j'^^-

53.

e
4
3

^ ^m^ E
l|4

2

it:^ 1—

r

a:?2Z

54.

4

^S I^si :?z= ::^^^4
I

H7

55.^7^^ i g r^ I

zS= ^?ii ^
I
r r r-^

^t

^n-2-
4 6 4
2 3

r> r^

re he 1

^
56.

4 6 7 6
2 8 4

:?2;1;
1̂P2:

:^ :^ ==^ 2&
¥^

57.

C^^^"::., ^- F- :^ ^ ^^S
4 '6 6 5
2 4 3

fi|^
^=?^

:sz:
&
4
3

^^ 3 g d-•^-^-r:̂
^^^ =^=22:

6 6
5

& 6
4
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EXERCISES ON THE CHORD OF THE SUSPENDED
NINTH AND ITS INVERSIONS.

68. [To follow those on p. 69.]

i J .' J I

J

=^ '^i^^lE£iS
:?2i ^S3

^T=r=^ ^
6 9 8 6 6 9
5

6 9 8 6

J .J IJ J .)-Ul
-U-l

—

\-^^ 3!=5iI
I

(no 5th)

^ «=!»: ^^ tr-r -1—

r

17 6 6
59. 3 - 5

6 9 8
5

6 9 6
5

'7 9 8

IZ2Z i;
f

"Ty
::c2i

mm ~r:r ~gy
=F=

~^C2r ^
9 8 9 8 9 8

i
w=^

M^—^-^-^^ U2
5 (no 5th) (no 5th) (no 3rd)

m ~g?~
=^2= :^

7

60. 3
6 16 7 6 16

3 -

3 ^ 1321
IZ2Z

"T?~
(no 5th)

=22=
=?=c:

"T^"

22=^±2
9 8 8 9 8 5 6 7 6

3 -

^
6 7
4 H

9 8

4^r=i ^122: z^^^t
I2Z IWt

(no 5th)

^ =?=^ 1221 r-^ P c^=gs:
Wt-7 6 6

3 3 6
7 6 6-3-64
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i
r^ ^itit

TJ

ms. =P2=

S =iS=*
9 8 9 8

i 4==T: ^
4
2

1^ I J^
3tzil

5
3i:

(no 5th)

-f=2 :^=
(no 5th)

^S^ =^

62.
7 6
3 -

6 7 6 7
3 -

gy^ i ^ J ^
?? 4 «^^
5 =s^

P^^i^^^4=^ ^ =&
9 8

9 8
9 8

^
1

J J ^ J
I

J^
=sJ=

rr^ s ^ ^
63.

9 8
«

-

i i ^ i ^^^e£ IZ2Z

tt (no 5th)

^123 =J^^
f= 9 8 9 8

2:2 -i^=p
ZI^Z ^ 3=5t

^̂ ^
(no 3rd)

T" =r—I ^:^i
9 8 4 4

3 2
6 6-5

5 4 3
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EXERCISES ON THE SUSPENDED NINTH
AND ITS INVERSION.

TREBLE, ALTO, AND TENOR TO BE ADDED.

64, [To follow those on p. 70.]

p3
=F*f ^^ ^=

9 8 6
65. 5

98 9 8 6 9 8

^
-r=l-#s :&: P^ r^ P --

986 98 6 98 7 9 8

m =?2= =^=
-r^
—g=^

9 8 9 8 9 8

66.

^&^=e i^:

^9 8 98

m -f=s~
^=f=^

122:^
67.

9 8 9 8 9 8

:?3= 1221:^ mSePe
9 8 9 8

si=^ =^ 32 :^

68.
9 8 9 8 9 8^ 4=P

bi J
I r i2±: r ^ ^

7 6 6
3- 4

3

4 -
2 -69.

6- 4
S 4 2

4 6 4
2 3

^^y^=f^ o •

3:i:
zisz:

6 6 987
5

9 8 6

^ rj ^ 122::

9 8 6 5 «4 7 6

4i| 2 3-
9 8
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70.
--j:_-

'-t=^=^

EXERCISES ON THE CHORD OF THE
DOMINANT NINTH.

ALTO AND TENOR PARTS TO BE ADDED.
[To follow Exercise III. on p. 74.]

2=^ S ZZ2Z
-fzj-

"m^^^^ :& r^ P _^^_
::5z2z

^^^^
tt

-^~ -̂

s

71.

^ -p-7^
^

sz:

±*gV' -f ^ 3"
'

9-y}

P^fc^:^
r r r->

6 6
4
3

44
2

7 6
3-

^O^^ ^^^^ =l=n3==S= =i=2=

S^g^^ ^ r
~?^

—

n

72.

i^fet :^

*4J=
^S :^

9 8
s?

:i
:^=

-t— (S'-

S=E S
9 8 7

6
8 7
6 6
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EXERCISES ON THE CHORD OF THE
DOMINANT NINTH.

TREBLE, ALTO, AND TENOR PARTS TO BE ADDED.
73. [To follow those on p. 75.]

221^ =^==22: -i'^ ^ ^^=P=

4 6 6
3

m -TTT-
74.

^»-4r-

7
5

75.

7 6 5
5 4 3

&p^r r J •'If f^ ^V^t,! j^
6 6 6 7

5 H

^m^ :^= =pz= ^ ?2Z
~j'::r-

6
4 -
2 -

EXERCISES ON THE SUSPENSION FOUR TO THREE,
SUSPENDED LEADING NOTE, AND THE CHORD

OF THE DOMINANT ELEVENTH.
ALTO AND TENOR PARTS TO BE ADDED.

76 [To follow Exercise IIL on p. So.]

4-
g? g- ^—

H

z^zrJ A

Z2I -^—f=^
3 6 4

6

^ff ,^ J pj ,)J |

,

Jpj J^
3 |4 5 - e

"^3 2 - 4
3

^=c:
^-^ d

S "i^:^

4 3 6

4
3

7
4 '1

7 6
4-

:^

221
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"^ '> ^J4y ZSl
zdi

9^r%-
~r:r-

X- ^^^ \' ^
7 8 7 67 8 6 6

t; 8 4-
a -

*Sie^ :^ 3=^ 2:2: 323i:
"C7-

^^ tr^
-p-f^ pi^^s

I) 6 4 3 6 4 3 6

78.

'-1\^ J^
^t^•—r^

1 p
I P r-^-:^2=s-t r-'

-& " 9 :P=22=
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HARMONY. Hg

EXERCISES ON THE SUSPENSION FOUR TO THREE,
SUSPENDED LEADING NOTE, AND THE CHORD

OF THE DOMINANT ELEVENTH.
TREBLE, ALTO, AND TENOR PARTS TO BE ADDED.
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120 HARMONY.

EXERCISES ON DOUBLE AND TRIPLE SUSPENSIONS
AND ON THE CHORD OF THE MINOR NINTH, &c.

AN ALTO AND TENOR PART TO BE ADDED.
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HARMONY. 121

EXERCFSES ON DOUBLE AND TRIPLE SUSPENSIONS
AND ON THE CHORD OF THE MINOR NINTH, i^c.

TREBLE, ALTO, AND TENOR PARTS TO BE ADDED.

88. [To follow those on p. Sy.]
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EXERCISES ON THE CHORDS OF THE AUGMENTED
TRIAD, ADDED SIXTH, AUGMENTED SIXTH,

DOMINANT THIRTEENTH, &c.
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HARMONY.
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HARMONY. 123

GENERAL EXERCISES.
TREBLK, ALTO, AND TENOR PARTS TO BE ADDED.

95. [To follow those on p. 100.]
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124 HARMONY,

CONCLUSION.

If the contents of this Primer have been fully mastered by

the pupil, he will probably be quite capable of understanding

some more comprehensive book on Harmony selected for him

by his master. It will be evident to him that he must now

learn to arrange and classify all the most commonly used

chords, on some regular system, so as to be able to trace

their key-relationship in progressions. He may very soon

discover that new names have been given to many chords

with which he has become familiar, but he will not find this

confusing if the work he has already done has been well done.

Analysis of works of great masters, made in the presence

and with the assistance of his teacher, will greatly assist him

in this branch of his study. Above all things, he should

make himself familiar with the best musical literature, by

losing no opportunity of listening to fine music or of attempting

to unravel its beauty in his moments of private leisure.
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Novellds OiHginal Octavo Edilions of

ORATORIOS, CANTATAS, MASSES, ODES,
&c.

FRANZ ABT.
MiNSTTR Bells (Female Voices) ...

(DITTO) (Sol-fa,Springtime
Summer
The Fays' Frolic
The Golden Citv
The Silver Cloud
The Water Fairies
The Wishing Stone

(ditto)
(ditto)
(ditto) (Sol-fa,
(ditto)
(ditto)
(ditto)

6d.)

Gd!)

s. d.

6

6
6
6
6
6
6

J. H. ADAMS.
A day in Summer (Female Voices) i 6

Ditto (Sol-fa) o 6

T. ADAMS.
The Cross of Christ (Sol-fa, 6d.) i o

The Holy Child (Sol-fa, 6d.) i o

The Rainbow of Peace i o

B. AGUTTER.
MissA DE Beata Maria Virgine, in C

(English) (Female Voices) 2 6
MissA DE Sancto Albano (English) 3 o

THOMAS ANDERTON.
The Norman Baron i

Wkeck of the Hesperus (Sol-fa, 4d.) ... i o

VuLE Tide i 6

J. H. ANGER.
A Song of Thanksgiving j 6

W. I. ARGENT.
Mass in B flat (St. Benedict) 2 6

P. ARMES.
Hezekiah 2 6

St. Barnabas 2 o
St. John the Evangelist 2 6

A. D. ARNOTT.
The Ballad of Carmilhan (Sol-fa, is. 6d.) 2 6
Young Lochinvar (Sol-fa, 6d.) 1 6

E. ASPA.
Endvmion (With Recitation) 4
The Gii'siEs i

ASTORGA.
Stabat Mater i

J. C. BACH.
I WRESTLE AND PRAY (SoL-FA, 2d.) 4

J. S. BACH.
A Stronghold sure (Choruses only,

Soi.-FA, Cd) 1

Be not AFRAID (Sol-fa, 4d.) o 6

Bide with us i o
Blessing, Glory. AND Wisdom o 6
Christmas Opatorio 2

Ditto (Parts i & 2) i 6
Ditto (Parts 3 & 4) i 6

God goeth uf with shouting i

God so loved tub world i o

31/io/oa.

J. S. V>KQ,H.—continued, s. d.

God's time is the best (Sol-fa, 6d.) i

Jesus, NOW will WE praise Thee i o

Jesu, priceless Treasure (Sol-fa, 6d.) ... i o

Magnificat in D 1 o

Mass in B minor 2 6

MissA Brevis in a 1 6

My Spirit was in heaviness 1 o

O light Everlasting (Sul-fa, 6d.) i o

Sleepers, wake {Sol-fa, 6d.) 1 o

The LoKD IS A Sun AND Shield i

The Passion (St. John) 2 o

The Passion (St. Matthew) 2 6

Ditto (Abridged, as used at St. Paul's) i 6

Thou Guide of Israel 1 o

When will God recall my spirit 1

A. S. BAKER.
Communion Service in E 1 6

J. BARNEY.
Rebekah (Sol-fa, gd.) i

The Lord is King (Psalm 97} (Sol-fa, is.) ... i 6

King all Glorious (Sol fa, lAd ) o 6

LEONARD BARNES.
The Bridal Day 2 6

J. F. BARNETT.
Paradise and the Peri 4
The Ancient Mariner (Sol-fa, 2s.) 3 6

The Raising of Lazarus 6 6
The Wishing Bell (Female Voices) ... 2 6

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) ... i o

MARMADUKE BARTON.
Mass in A major (For Advent and Lent) ... i

BEETHOVEN.
A Calm Sea and a Pkosferuus Voyage ... 4
Choral Fantasia (Sol-fa, 3d.) i o

Choral Symphony 2 6

Ditto (Vocal Portion) ... i 6
Ditto (Sol-fa) o 6

Communion Service in C i 6

Kngedi; or, David in the Wilderness ... i o
Mass in C ... i o
Mass in D 2 o
Melk, as Thou livedst.hast Thou departed o 2

Mount or Olives (Choruses. Sol-fa, 6d ) ... i

Ruins of Athens (Sol-fa, 6d.) i 6
The Praise OF Music i 6

A. H. BEHREND.
Singers from the sea (Female Voices) ... 1 6

Ditto (Sol-fa) 9

WILFRED BENDALL.
A Legend of Bregenz (Female Voices) ... i 6

Ditto (Sol-fa) o 8
The Ladv of Shalott (Female Voices) ... 2 6

Ditto (Sol-fa) i

Song Dances (Vocal Suite)(Female Voices) 2

KAREL BENDL.
Water-Sfrite's Revenge (Female Voi^-s.s) 2



ORATORIOS, 8:c,—Continued.

SIR JULIUS BENEDICT. s. d.

Passion Music from St. Peter i 6

St. Peter 3 o

The Legend of St. Cecilia (Sol-fa, is. 6d.) 2 6

GEORGE J. BENNETT.
Easter Hymn i

SIR W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
International Exhibition Ode (1862) ... 1

The May Queen (Sol-fa, 6d.) i

The Woman of Samaria (Sol-fa, is.) ... 4 o

G. R. BETJEMANN.
The Song of the Western Men x

W. R. BEXFIELD.
Israel Restored 4

HUGH BLAIR.
Blessed are they who watch (Advent) ... i 6
Harvest-Tide i

The Song OF Deborah and Barak 2 6

JOSIAH BOOTH.
The Day of Rest (Female Voices) (Sol-fa, is.) 2 6

KATE BOUNDY.
The Rival Flowers (Operetta) (Sol-fa, 6d.) i 6

E. M. BOYCE.
The Lay of the Brown Rosary i 6
The Sands of Corriemie (Female Voices) i 6

Ditto (Sol-fa) o 6
Young Lochinvar i 6

J. BRADFORD.
Harvest Cantata „. i 6

W. F. BRADSHAW,
Caspar Becef.ra i 6

J. BRAHMS.
A Song of Destiny i

CHARLES BRAUN,
Queen Mab and the Kobolds (Operetta) ... 2

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) ... o 9
Sigurd 5 o
The Country Mouse and the Town Mouse

(Operetta) (Sol-fa, 4d.) i

The Snow Queen (Operetta) (Sol-fa, 6d.) ... i

A. HERBERT BREWER.
Emmaus (Sol-fa, gd.) i 6
Ninetv-Eighth Psalm i 6

O praise the Lord i

J. C. BRIDGE.
Daniel 3 6
Resurgam I 6
RUDEL 4 O

J. F. BRIDGE.
BOADICEA 2 6
Callirhoe (Sol-fa, is. 6d.) 2 6
Forging the Anchor (Sol-fa, is.) i 6
Hymn to the Creator r

Mount Moriah 3
Nineveh 2 6
R0CK0FAgES(LaTIN ANDENGLISH)(S0L-FA,4d.) I

The Ballad of the Clampherdown ... i o
Ditto (Sol-fa) o 8

The Cradle of Christ (" Stabat Mater
Speciosa ") I 6

The Flag of England {Sol-fa, gd.) i 6
The Frogs ANDTHEOx(OPERETTA)(SoL-FA,6d.) i o
The Inchcape Rock i o
The Lord's Prayer {Sol-fa, 6d.) i o
The Spider AND the Fly (Operetta) „. i o

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) o 6

DUDLEY BUCK.
The Light of Asia 3 o

EDWARD BUNNETT.
Out of the Deep (Psalm 130) 1

T. A. BURTON.
Captain Reece (Boys' Voices) (Sol-fa, 6d.) i

W. BYRD, s. d.

Mass for Four Voices , 2 6

CARISSIMI.
Jephthah t o

A. VON AHN CARSE.
The Lay of the Brown Rosa.^y 2 6

GEORGE CARTER.
Sinfonia Cantata (Psalm 116) 2 o

WTLLIAM CARTER.
Placida 2 o

CHERUBINI.
Fourth Mass in C i o
First Requiem Mass, C minor (Lat. and Eng.) i

Second Mass in D minor 2 o
Third Mass (Coronation) i

E. T. CHIPP.
Job 4 o
Naomi 2

HAMILTON CLARKE.
Drums and Voices (Operetta) (Sol-fa, gd.) 2
Hornpipe Harry (Operetta) (Sol-fa, gd.i ... 2 6
Pepin the Pippin (Operetta) (Sol-fa, gd.) ... 2 6
The Daisy Chain (Operetta) (Sol-fa. gd.) 2 6
The Missing Duke (Operetta) (Sol-fa, gd ) 2 6

GERARD F. COBB.
A Song of Trafalgar (Men's Voices) .,. a o

S. COLERIDGE-TAVLOR.
Scenes from the Song of Hiawatha 3 5

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) 2

Hiawatha's Wedding-Feast (Sol-fa, IS.) ... i 6
The Death of Minnehaha (Sol-fa, IS.) ... i 6
Hiawatha's Departure (Sol-fa, is.) 2
TheBlind GirlofCastel-Cuille(Sol-fa,is.) 2 6
Meg Blane (Sol-fa, gd.) 2 o

FREDERICK CORDER.
The Bridal of Triekmain (Sol-fa, is.) ... 2 6

SIR MICHAEL COSTA.
The Dream ,., 1 o

H. COWARD.
Gareth and Linet (Choruses only,

Sol-fa, is.) 2 6
The Story of Bethany (Sol-fa, is. 6d.) ... 2 6

F. H. COWEN.
A Daughter of the Sea (Female Voices) ... 2 o

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) i o
A Song of Thanksgiving i 6
Christmas Scenes (Female Voices) 2 o

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) ... o 9
Coronation Ode i 6
Ode to the Passions (Sol-fa, IS.) 2
Ruth (Sol-fa, is. 6d.) 4
St. John's Eve (Sol-fa, is. 6d.) 2 6
Sleeping Beauty (Sol-fa, is. 6d,) 2 6
Summer on the River (Female Voices) ... 2 o

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) ... 9
The Rose of Life (Female Vv.) (Sol-fa, gd.) 2 o
The Water Lily 2 6
Village Scenes (Female Vv.) (Sol-fa, gd.) ... i 6

J. MAUDE CRAMENT.
I will magnify Thee, O God {Psalm 145) ... 2 6
Little Red Riding-hood (Female Voices) 2 o

W. CRESER.
Eudora (A Dramatic Idyll) 2 6

W. CROTCH.
Palestine 3 o

W. H. CUMMINGS.
The Fairy Ring 2 6

W. G. CUSINS.
Te Deuu I 6

FELICIEN DAVID.
The Desert (Male Voices) i 6



ORATORIOS, &c.—Continued.

2 6

H. WALFORD DAVIES. s. d.

HERVfe RiEL 1

The Temple 4 o

The Three Jovial Hl-ntsmen (Folio) ... i 6

P. H. DIEMER.
Bethany 4 o

M. E. DOORLY.
Lazarus 2 6

F. G. DOSSERT.
Communion Service in E minor 2 o

Mass in E minor 5 o

LUCY K. DOWNING.
A Parable in Song 2 o

F. DUNKl.EY.
The Wreck of the Hesperus i o

ANTONIN DVORAK.
Communion Skrvicb in D 2 6

Mass IN D 2 6
Patriotic Hymn i 6

Ditto (German and Bohemian Words) 3 o

Requiem Mass 5

St. Ludmila 5 o
Ditto (German and Bohemian Words)

Stabat AIater(Sol-fa, IS. 6d.)

The Spectre's Bride (Sol-fa, is. 6d.) ... 3

Ditto (German and Bohemian Words) 6

A. E. DYER.
Electra of Sophocles i

Salvator MuNDi 2

H. J. EDWARDS.
Praise to the Holiest i

The Ascension 2

The Epiphany , 2

EDWARD ELGAR.
Caractacus 3
King Olaf (Choruses only, Sol-fa, is. 6d.) 3

Te Deum and Benedictus I

The Banner of St. George (Sol-fa, is) ... i

The Black Knight 2
The Dream of Gerontius 3

(Ditto, German Words, 6 Marks) (Ditto,
Choruses only. Sol-fa) i

The Light of Life (Lux Christi) a

ROSALIND F. ELLICOTT.
Elysium 1

The Birth op Song i

GUSTAV ERNEST.
All the year round (Female Voices)

(Sol-fa, gd.) a
A. J. EYRE.

Communion Service in E flat i

T. FACER.
A Merry Christmas (Sol-fa, Cd.)

God save the King
Red Riding-Hood's Reception iOperetta)

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa)

EATON FANING.
Buttercups and Daisies (Female Voices)

(Sol-pa, is.)

HENRY FARMER.
Mass in B plat (Latin and English)

(Sol-fa, is.)

PERCY E. FLETCHER.
The Toy Review (Operetta) (Sol-fa, Sd.) ...

The Enchanted Island (Female Voices) ...

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) tj

MYLES B. FOSTER.
Snow Fairies (Female Voices) (Sol-fa, Cd.) i 6
The Angels op the Bells ( Female Voices) i 6

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) 8
The Bonnie Fishwives (Female Voices) ... 2 6

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) o 9
The Coming of the King (Female Voices) i 6

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) 8

1

2 6
2 6

9

2 C

ROBERT FRANZ. s. d.

Praise ye the Lord (Psalm 1171 i

NIELS W. GADE.
Christmas Eve (Sol-fa, 4d.) i

Comala 2

Erl-King's Daughter (Sol-fa, qlI) i o

Psyche (Sol-fa, is. 6d.) 2 6

Spring's NIessage (Sol-fa, 3d.) 8

The Crusaders (Sol-fa, is.) 2 o

ZiON I

HENRY GADSBY.
Alcestis (Male Voices) 4 o

Columbus (ditto) 2 6
Lord of the Isles (Sol-fa, is. 6d.) 26
Ode (for s.s.a) i o

F. W. GALPIN.
Ye Olde Englvshe Pastvmes i G

G. GARRETT.
Harvest Cantata (Sol-fa, 6d.) i

The Shunammite 3

The Two Advents i 6

R. MACHILL GARTH
EZEKIEL 4
The Wild Huntsman i

A. R. GAUL.
Around the Winter Fire (Female Voices) 2 o

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) 9
A Song of Life (Ode to Music) (Sol-fa, Cd.) i o
Israel in the Wilderness (Sol-fa, is.) ... 2 6

Joan of Arc (Sol-fa, is ) 2 6
Passion Service 2 6
Ruth (Sol-fa, gd.) 2

The Elfin Hill (Female Voices) 2

The Hare and the Tortoise (Sol-fa, 6d.) ... i

The Holy City (Sol-fa, IS.) ... 2 6

The Lfgend of the Wood (Female Voices) i

Ditto ditto ditto (Sol-fa)
The Ten Virgins (Sol-fa, is.)

Toilers of the deep (Female Voices)
Una (Sol-fa, is.)

Union Jack iUnison Song with Actions) ...

FR. GERNSHEIM.
Salamis. a Triumph Song (Male Voices)

E. OUSELEY GILBERT.
Santa Claus and His Comrades (Operetta)

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa)

F. E. GLADSTONE.
Philifpi

GLUCK.
Orpheus (Choruses, Sol-fa, is.)

Ditto (Act II. only)

HERMANN GOETZ.
By the Waters of Babylon (Psalm 137)
NCRNIA
The Watbr-Lily (Male Voices)

A. M. GOODHART.
Arethusa
Earl Haldan's Daughter
Sir Andrew Barton
The Spanish Armada

CH. GOUNOD.
Communion Service (Messe Solennelle).., i 6

Ditto (Troisieme Messe Solennelle) 2 6
Daughters of Jerusalem i

De Profundis (Psalm 130) (Latin Words)... i

Ditto (Out op Darkness) i

Gallia (Sol-fa, 4d.) i

Messe Solennelle (St. Cecilia) i

Mors ET Vita (Latin or English) 6 o
Ditto, Sol-fa (Latin and English) 2

Out op Darkness i

O comb near to the Cross (Stabat Matlr) o 8

Requiem Mass (FROM " Mors ET Vita") ... 2 6

2 6

3 6
1 6

6



ORATORIOS, Scc—Continned.

C. H. GOUNOD.—co«/m«^t/. s. d.

The F.EDEHPTIOH (English Words) 5 o
Ditto (Sol-pa) 2 a
Ditto (French Words) 8 4
Ditto (German Words) 10 o

The Seven Words op Our Saviour on the
Cross (FiLi* Jerusalem) i

Teoisi£.me Messe Solesnelle 2 6

C. H. GRAUN.
Te Dei:M 2 O
The Passion of Our Lord (Der Tod Jesu) 2 o

ALAN CRAY.
Arethusa I 6
A Song op Redemption i 6
The Legend op the Rock-Buoy Bell- ... 1 o
The Widow op Zarephath

J. 0. GRIMM.
The Soul's Aspiration i o

G. HALFORD.
The Paraclete 2

E. V. HALL.
Is IT NOTHING TO YOU (SOL-FA, 3d.l 3

HANDEL.
Acis AND Galatea i o

Ditto, New Edition, edited bv J. Barney i o
Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) i o

Alceste 2
Alexander Balus 3 o
Alexander's Feast 2 o
Athaliah

3
Belshazzar

3Chandos Te Deum i o
Coronation and Funeral Anthems. Cloth 5 o

Or, singly

:

Let thy hand be strengthened ... 6
My heart is inditing o 8
The King shall rejoice (Sol-fa, 3d.) ... o o
The ways of Zion i o
Zadok the Priest f Sol-fa, ijd.) o 3Deborah 2 o

Dettingen Te Deum i o
Dixit Dominds (from Psalm ho) i o
Esther

3
HEfcuLEs (Choruses ONLY, is) 3
Israel in Egypt, edited bv Mendelssohn 2 o
Israel in Egypt, edited by V. Novello.

Pocket Edition fSoL-PA, is.) i o
Tephtha 2 o
JOSHUA 2 O
Judas Maccabeus (Sol-fa, i?.) 2 o
Judas Maccabeus. Pocket Edition ... i o

Ditto (Choruses only) o S
L'Allegpo (Choruses only, is.) 2 o
Nisi Dominus i o
O come let us sing unto the Lord (Fifth

Chandos Anthem) i
Ode on St. Cecilia's Day i

PRAISE the Lord with one consent
(Sixth Chandos Anthem) I o

O praise the Lord, ye Angels •; 6
Samson (Sol-fa, is.) 2 o
Saul (Choruses only, is) 2 o
Semele -1

Solomon "[ 2
Susanna ]]. "] , q
Theodora .'"

3The Messiah, edited by V. Novello
(Sol-fa, is.) 2 o

The Messiah, ditto. Pocket Edition ... i o
The Messiah, edited by W. T, Best ... 2

Ditto (Sol-fa) i o
Ditto (Choruses only) '",

o 8
Ditto edited BYE.Pi.ouT(SoL-FA,i5!i 2 o

The Passion , o
The Triumph op Time and Truth ... \.'.

3 o
Utrecht Judilate i q

SYDNEY HARDCASTLE. '

Siao A Song op Sixpence ;Operetta) ... 6

BASIL HARWOOD.
Inclwa, Dcmine (Psalm 86)

F. K. HATTERSLEY.
King Robert op Sicily

HAYDN.
First Mass in B plat (Latin)

Ditto (Latin and English)
Insan,c et Van<e Cur,€ (DittoJ
Second Mass in C (Latin)
Sixteenth Mass (Latin)
Te Deum (English and Latin) ... .,\The Creation (Sol-pa, IS.)
The Creation. Pocket Edition ...

".

The Passion; or. Seven Last Words of our
-

I

Saviour on the Cross
I
The Seasons

!

Each Season, singly (Spring,* Sol-pa, 6d.)
(j ;

Third Mass (Imperial) (Latin and English)

,

Ditto (Latin)

0: BATTISON HAYNES.
I

A Sea Dream (Female Voices) (Sol-fa, 6d.)

2
I The Fairies' Isle Female Voicesj ...

I

The Sea Fairies (Female V'oiCES) (Sol-fa,6d )

C. SWINNERTON HEAP.
Fair Rosamond (Sol-fa, 2s.)

EDWARD HECHT.
Eric the Dane
O HAY I join the Choir Invisible ... ...

GEORG HENSCHEL.
Out op Darkness (Psalm 13c)
Stabat Mater
Te Deum laudamcs in C

HENRY HILES.
The Crusaders
God is our repuge
War in the Household

FERDINAND HILLER.
A Song op Victory (Sol-fa, gd.)

Nala and Damayanti
All they that trust in Thee

H. E. HODSON.
The Golden Legend ...

HEINRICH HOFMANN.
Chahpagnerlied (Male Voices)
Cinderella
Melusina

\

Song op the Norns (Female Voices)

C. HOLLAND.
After the Skirmish

T. S. HOLLAND.
Kino Goldemar (Operetta) (Sol-fa, 9^!.) ...

HUMMEL.
Alma Virgo (Latin and English)
Communion Service in B flat

Ditto in E plat
Ditto in D

First Mass in B plat
Quod in Orbe (Latin and English)
Second Mass in E PLAT
Third Mass in D

W. H. HUNT.
Stabat Mater

G. F. HUNTLEY.
Puss-in-Boots (Operetta) (Sol-fa, gd )

Victoria ; or, the Bard's Prothecy
(Sol-fa, is.)

H. H. HUSS.
Ave Maria (Female Voicesj

F. ILIFFE.
Sweet Echo

8. d.

3 o

2 6

2 6
2 6
I 6

3 6

o S

3 o

2 O

2



ORATORIOS. &c.—Conf/«;(:'</.

OLIVER IVE.
La bellb pame &ass mbrci

\V. JACKSON.
Tks Ybar

G. J.\C013I.
ClSDERSUJl(Or£I!ETTA\ iSoi.-FV. ts.)

D. JENKlNsi.
David and Savl ^Sol-fa, 2&.)

A. JENSEN.
Thb Fsast of .\donis

W. JOHNSON.
Eccs Homo

H. FESTING JONES.
Kiso BvLFOi's iOperetta) (Sol-fa, Sd.)

C. WARWICK JORDAN.
Blow yk the trumfet is Zion

N. KILBURN.
Bv THE Waters of P\s\lon
The Lord is mv Shefkekp iPs.vlv 53)

T«B Silver Star iFfmais VoicesI

.\LFRED KING.
The Efifhast

OLIVER KING.
Bv THE Waters of Barvlos iP&alm 157I

The Naiai>s iFkmale Voices) ... .T.

The Rovascf of the Roses
The Sands o' Dee (Sol-fa, id.1

J. KINROSS.
Songs is a Vineyard (Fevaie Voices)

Ditto (Sol-fa)

H. LAHEE.
The SiFBPisG Beal-ty (Fkwxlk Voices)

Ditto (Sol-fa)

EDWIN H. LEM.\RE.
TlS THE Sprino of Solls to-kav

LEONARDO LEO.
Dixit Dominl'S

F. LEONL
The Gats of Life v Sol fa, is.)

H. LESLIE.
The First Christmas Morn

F. LISZT.
The Legend of St. Elixabeth
Thirteenth Psalm

C. H. LLOYD.
A Htms OF Thanrsgiving
.\LCESTis vMaie Voices'
ANrROMEDA „
.\ SONO OF TrOOMENT .«
Hfro and Leknder... „. „.
RosS-\LL „
Sir Ooie and the L.\dib Elsie
The LiLE-\NtRS' Harvtst iFbmale Voices) ...

The Loncbfarp's Saga (Male Voices)
The :>ono of Balder
Thb RiOHTtors live for etbkuore

CLEMENT LOCKNANE-
Thb Elfin iJvefn (Fsvalb Voices)

HARVEY LOHR.
The Qleen of Sheba

W. H. LONGHIRST.
The Village Fair (Female Voices)

C. EGERTON LOWE,
Littlb Bo-Pe«f iOferetta) (Sol-fa. «d.) ...

HAMISH MacCI'NN.
Lay of the L»st Minstrel (Sol-fa. ts.6d.)..

Lord Vlun's Daluhteb ^Sol-fa, $4j ..

s. d.

1 o

•

3

S 'I

I o

I o

t o

>

S
1 6

S

I 6
9 6
: 6
I o

J f
6

3

6

I o

I

1

3 O
I e

s o
3 6
I 6
t o
I «
* 6
I 6
I

I 6

t 6

S o

3 o

6
I c

G. .A. M.\CF.\RREN.
May Dat iSoLFA, 6d.)

OuTXTARD Bol'ND
Songs in a Cornfihld (Female Voices) ...

Ditto ditto (Sol-f-O
St. John the B.\ptist

Ditto Chorcses onlt (Sol-fa)
The L\dv of the Lake

Ditto Chorl-ses onlt (Sol-fa)
The Soldier's Leo-»cy (Opfsetta)

.A. C. M.\CKENZIE.
Bethlehem «.

Ditto .\ct IU sep.\ratelt _. _
Iason «
IvsiLEs Ode «. ... -« .«

The Bride (Sol-fa, Sd.) «
Vhe Cotter's Satcro-at Night (Sol-f-\, «s)
The Dream of Ji-RAL ...

DnTO Chorcses ONLY (Sol-fa),..
The New Covenant «
The Rose OF Sharon (Sol-fa, js,)

The Procession of the .\rr (Choral Scbhe)
Ditto ditto. (Sol-fa)

The Story of Savid
Veni, Creator Stiritcs „. «

C. M.\CPHERSON.
By the W.VTERS OF Easylon (PS-»IM ij.-) ...

L. M.ANCINELLI.
Ero b Leandro (Ofer.\) « .-

F. W. MARKULL.
Roland's Horn (Male Voices) «,

F. E. MARSHALL.
Prince Sprite ^Female Voices) ...

Chor-al Dances from Ditto

GEORGE C. M.\RTIN.
CoMMVNioN Service in .\

Ditto is C
Festival Te Dscm in .\ (Sol-fa, sJ.)

J. M.\SSENET.
Manon (Opera) _. „

J. T. M.\SSER.
Harvest Cantata _

J. H. .MAUNDER.
PssiTESCE, Pardon, .isd Peace (Sol-fa, is.)

J. H. MEE,
Delphi, a Legend of HsLUkS (Male Voices)
HORATIVS iMaiJ! VOICSS)

—

MlSSA SOLE>'NrS IN B FLAT ... „.

MENDELSSOHN.
,\nttgone (Male Voices) (Sol-fa, ts.) ™
.^s thb Hart pants (Fsalm 4a) (Sol-fa, 6d.)».
-iTKALiE (Sol-fa, Sd.)
.\vs Maria (Saviovk of Sinners} (Dol'sls

Choir) _
Christls (Sol-fa, Sd.)

Come, let is sing (Psalm 95) (Sol-fa, 6it) ._
Elijah (Sol-fa, is.) ... « « .„
Elijah (Pocket Edition) ... „ «,
Festgesang (Hymns of Praise) (s,a.t,8-)

Ditto (Sol-fa) _
Ditto (Male Viiices) (t.t.f-b.) «.

Hear my prayer (s. solo and Crorl-s) ™
Ditto ditto
Ditto (Soi-f>> _

Hymn OF Praise ,! .
v - c -, -

Iirc.E NE, O Gc. \

1 »t'rt* SioN ()^R^-.

j.) — '

J. m .il

...ht Voices) „
;..->. ..vyv .N ...jwS Dream (Female Voices)

Ditto ditto iSolfa)
My God, why. O why hast Thoi fv^rsaeen

MB (Psn; -. ...

». d.

I

I O
t 6

9

3 •>

1 o

3
I 6
6

3 6
3 6
t 6

3

5 a

3 6

3 6
I

: o
I o

6

6

1

I S

1 J
I o

a <

_ _ 6



ORATORIOS, Sec- Continued.

MENDELSSOHN.— Co;;//«»f</. s. d.

Not UNTO us, O Lord (Psalm 115} i o
CEdipus at Colonos (Male Voices) 3 o
St. Paul (Sol-fa, IS.) 2

St. Paul (Pocket Edition) i

Sing to the Lokd (Psalm 98} 8

Six Anthems for the Cathedral at Berlin.
For 8 voices, arranged in 4 parts ... 8

Son and Stranger (Operetta) 4
The First Walpurgis Night (Sol-fa, is.) ... i

Three Motets for Female Voices i

(Ditto, Sol-fa, lid., 2,6., and 2d. each.)
To the Sons of Art (Male \'oices) i

Ditto (Sol-fa) 3
When Israel out of Egypt came (Sol fa, gd.) i

Why rage fiercely the Heathen o 6

R. D. METCALFE and A. KENNEDY.
Prince Ferdinand (Operetta) (Sol-pa, pd.)... 2

MEYERBEER.
NiNETV-FIRST PSALM (LaTIN) I O

Ditto (English) i

A. MOFFAT.
A Christmas Dream (Cantata for Children) i

Ditto (Sol-fa) 4

B. MOLIQUE.
Abraham 3

J. A. MOONIE.
A Woodland Dream (Sol-fa, gd.) 2
Killiecrankie (Sol-fa, 8d.) i 6

MOZART.
Communion Service in B flat (Latin and

English) i 6
First Mass (Latin and English) i o
Glory, Honour, Praise. Third Motet ... o 3
Have mercy, O Lord. Second Motet ... 3
King Thamos i

LiTANiA de Venerabili Altaris (in E flat) I 6
Litania de Venerabili Sacramento (tn B

FLAT) I 6
O God, when Thou appearest. First Motet o 3
Requiem Mass i

Ditto (Latin and English) i

Ditto Ditto (Sol-fa)... 1 o
Seventh Mass in B flat i o
Splendente te, Deus. First Motet ... 3

Ditto Ditto (Sol-fa) 2
Twelfth Mass (Latin) 1

Ditto (Latin and English) (Sol-fa, gd.) i

E. MUNDELLA.
Victory of Song (Female Voices) i

DR. JOHN NAYLOR.
Jeremiah 3

J. NESVERA.
De Profundis 2 6

E. A. NUNN.
Mass in C 2

E. CUTHBERT NUNN.
The Fairy Slipper (Children's Opera) ... 2 o

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) 8

REV. SIR FREDK. OUSELEY.
The Martyrdom of St. Polvcarp 2 6

R. P. PAINE.
The Lord Reigneth (Psalm 93) 1 o

PALESTRINA.
Communion Service (Missa Pap-e Marcelli) 2 6
Communion Service (Assompta est Maria) 2 6
MiSSA ASSUMPTA est MaRIA 2 6
MissA Brevis 2 6

MissA "O Admirabile Commefcrm'' ... 2 C
MissA Pap-e Marcelli 2 o
Stabat Mater i 6

H. W. PARKER.
A Wanderer's Psalm
HoRA NOVISSIMA
Legend op St. Christopher
The Kobolds

C. H. H. PARRY.
A Song of Darkness and Light
Blest Pair of Sirens (Sol-fa, Sd.)

De Profundis (Psalm 130)
Eton
Invocation to Music
Job (Choruses, Sol-fa, is.)

Judith (Choruses, Sol-fa, 2s.)

King Saul (Choruses, Sol-fa, is. 6d,)

L'Allegro (Sol-fa, is. Gd.)

Magnificat
Ode to Music
Ode on St Cecilia's Day (Sol-fa, is.)

Prometheus Unbound .,

Te Deum Laudamus
The Glories of our Blood and State
The Lotus-Eaters (The Choric Sono) ...

DR. JOSEPH PARRY.
Ceridwen (Sol-fa, is. 6d.)

Nebuchadnezzar (Sol-fa, is. 6d.)

B. PARSONS.
The Crusader

T. M. PATTISON.
May Day
London Cries
The Ancient Mariner
The Lay of the Last Minstrel
The Miracles of Christ (Sol-pa, 6d.)

A. L. PEACE.
St. John the Baptist (Sol-fa, is.)

PERGOLESI.
Stabat Mater (Female Voices) (Sol-fa, 6d.)

GIRO PINSUTI.
Phantoms— Fantasmi nell' ombra

PERCY PITT.
Hohenlinden (Men's Voices) ...

V. W. POPHAM.
Early Spring

A. H. D. PRENDERGAST.
The Second Advent

E. PROUT.
Damon and Phintias (Male Voices)
Freedom
HereWARD
Queen Aim^e (Female Voices)
The Hundredth Psalm (Sol-fa, 4d.)

The Red Cross Knight (Sol-fa, 2s.)

PURCELL.
Dido and ^Eneas ...

Ode on St. Cecilia's Day
Te Deum and Jubilate in D
Ditto (Edited by Dr. Bridge) (Sol-fa, 6d,)

Ditto (Latin arrangement by R.R.Terry}
King Arthur
The Masque in " Dioclesian"

LADY RAMSAY.
The Blessed Damozel

F. J. READ.
The Song op Hannah

J. F. H. READ.
Bartimeus
Caractacus
Harold
In the Forest (Male Voices)
Psyche
The Consecration op the BArrNER
The Death of Young Romilly
The Hesperus (Sol-fa, gd.)

s. d.

2 6

3 6

5 o
I o

2 6

3

3 6

2 6

I

I

I 6

I o

1 6

2 6

2 6



ORATORIOS, SiC.—Continucd.

DOUGLAS REDMAN. s. d.

Cor Unam, Via Una i 6

C. T. REYNOLDS.
Childhood of Samuel (Sol-fa, is.) t o

ARTHUR RICHARDS.
Punch and Judy (Oteretta) {Sol-fa, 6d.) ... i G

The Waxwork Carnival (Operetta) ... a o

Ditto ditto i,Sol-fa) o 5

J. V. ROBERTS.
Jonah 2 o

W. S. ROCKSTRO.
The Good Shepherd 2 6

J. L. ROECKEL.
Little Snow-White (Oferetta) (Sol-fa. gd.) 2 o
The Hours (Operetta) (Sol-fa, gd.) 2 o

The Silver Penny (Operetta) (Sol-fa, gd.) 2 o

EDMUND ROGERS.
The Forest Flower (FtMALE Voices) ... z C

ROLAND ROGERS.
Florabel (Female Voices) (Sol-fa, is.) ... 2 6

Prayer and Praise (Oblong) 4 o

ROMBERG.
The Lay of the Bell (New Edition, trans-

lated BY THE Rev. J. Troutbeck, D.D.) i o
Ditto (Sol-fa) o b

The Transient AND THE Eternal (Sol-fa, 4ii.) i o

ROSSINL
Moses in Egypt 6 o
Stabat Mater (Sol-fa, is.) i o

CHARLES B. RUTENBER.
Divine Love a 6

ED. SACHS.
King-Cups i o
Water Lilies i o

C. SAINTON-DOLBY.
Florimel (Female Voices) 2 6

CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS.
The Heavens declare — Cceli enarrant

(Psalm 19) i 6

\V. H. SANGSTER.
Elysium 10

FRANK J. SAWYER.
The Soul's Forgiveness i o
The Star in the East 2 6

C. SCHAFER.
Ol'R Beautiful World (Operetta) 2 6

H. W. SCHARTAU.
Christmas Holidays (Female Voices) ,„ 9

SCHUBERT.
Communion Service is A flat 2
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^<jtiis olAlNER. B. d.

St. Mary Magdalen (Sol-fa, is.) 2
The Crucifixion (Sol-fa, r^d.) 1 6
The Daughter OF Jairus iSuL-FA, gd.) ... i 6

C. VILLIERS STANFORD.
Carmen S^culare i 6
Communion Service in G 2 6
East TO West 1 6
Eden 5 o
EUMENIDES 3
God IS our Hope (Psalm 46) 2 o
Mass in G major 2 6
CEdipus Rex (Male Voices) 3 o
The Battle OF THE Baltic i 6
The Revenge (Sol-fa, gd.) i 6
The Voyage of Maeldune 2 6

F. R. STATHAM.
Vasco da Gama 2 G

BRUCE STEANE.
The Ascension 2 6

H. W. STEWARDSON.
Gideon 4

STEFAN STOCKER.
Song of the Fates i

J. STORER.
Mass of our Ladv of Ransom 2 o
The Tournament 2

E. C. SUCH.
God IS OUR Refuge (Psalm 46) i o
Narcissus AND Echo 3

ARTHUR SULLIVAN.
Festival Te Deum (S'jl-fa, is.) 1 o
Te Deum (Thanksgiving FUR Victory) ... i o

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) o g
Ode FUR the Colonial and Indian Exhibition i c

The Golden Legend (Sol-fa, 2s.) 3 6

T. W. SURETTE.
The Eve op St. Agnes 2

W. TAYLOR.
St. John THE Baptist ... Paper boards 4

A. GORING THOMAS.
The SuN-WoKSHippERs i

E. H. THORNE.
Be merciful unto me i

G. W. TORRANCE.
The Revelation 5

BERTHOLD TOURS.
A Festival Ode 1

The Home of Titania (Female Voices) ... 1 6
Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) ... 6

FERRIS TOZER.
Balaam and Balak 2 6
King Neptune's Daughter (Female ^'oICEs) 2 6

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) ... 6

P. TSCHAIKOWSKY.
Nature AND Love (Sol-fa, 4d.) i

VAN BREE.
St. Cecilia's Day (Sol-fa, gd.) i

CHARLES VINCENT.
The Little Mermaid (Female Voice';) ... 2 6
The Village Queen (Female \'o:cesj 2 6

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa) ... o 6

A. L. VINGOE.
The Magician (Operetta) (Sol-fa, gd.) ... 2

W. S. VINNING.
Song OP the Passion (St. John)

S. P. WADDINGTON.
John Gilpin (Sol-fa, 8d.)

Whimland (Operetta) (Sol-fa, 8d.)

R. WAGNER.
Holy Supper of the Apostles

W. M. WAIT.
God with us
St. Andrew
The Good Samaritan

R. H. WALTHEW.
The Pied Piper of Hamelin

H. W. WAREING.
Princess Snowflake (Operetta) (SoL-fa, 6J.)
The Court of Queen Summergold

(Operetta) (Sol-fa. 6d.)
The Wreck of the Hesperus

HENRY WATSON.
In praise of the Divine (Masonic Ode)
A Psalm of Thanksgiving

WEBER.
Communion Service in E flat
In Constant Okder (Hymn)
Jubilee Cantata
Mass in E flat (Latin and English)
Massing (ditto)
Pkeciosa
Three Seasons

T. WENDT.
Ode

S. WESLEY.

s. d.

I 6

Dixit Dominus
ExuLTATE Deo
In exitu Israel

S. S. W'ESLEY,
O Lord, Thou art my God

FLORENCE E. WEST.
A Midsummer's Day (Operetta) (Sol-fa, 6d.)

J. E, WEST.
Lord, I have loved the Habitation of thy

House
May-Day Revels (Sol-fa, 4d.)

Seed-Time and Harvest (Sol-fa, is.)

The Stury of Bethlehem (Sol-fa, gd )

C. LEE WILLIAMS.
A Harvest Song of Praise
Gethsemane
The Last Night at Bethany (Sol-fa, is.) ...

A. E. WILSHIRE.
God is our Hope (Psalm 4G)

THOMAS WINGHAM.
Mass in D (Regina Cceli)
Te Deum (Latin)

CHAS. WOOD.
Ode to the West Wind

F. C. WOODS.
A Greyport Legend (i7g7)(MALt Voices) ..

Ditto ditto (Sol-fa)
King Harold (Sol-pa, gd.)

Old May-Day (Female Voices) (Sol-fa, Gd.)

E. M. WOOLLEY.
The Captive Soul (Soprano, Mezzo, Con-

traltu, and Tenor Soli, and Chorus
for Female Voices)

D. YOUNG.
The Blessed Damozel

I o
6
4

J

1 6

I o
1 6
2 O
I 6

3 o
I 6

2 6

I 6

Most of the above Works may be had in paper boards at 6d. each extra, or handsomely

bound in cloth, with red or gilt edges^ at is., is. 6d., or 2s. each extra.
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VOCAL DUETS.

F. ABT.

TWENTY - FOUR DUETS
(Sop. and Cont.). Book i . . 2/6 —

TWENTY - FOUR DUETS
(Sop. and Cont.). Book 2.. a;6 —

STERNDALE BENNETT.
FOUR SACRED DUETS .. 1/0 —

F. H. COWEN.
BIX DUETS (Sop. and Cont.) 2/6 —

E. DANNREUTHER.
FIVE TWO-PART SONGS.. 2,6 —

E. C. FORD.
SIX TWO-PART SONGS .. 2/6 —

MYLES B. FOSTER.
SIX TVO-PART SONGS .. 1/0 —
SIX TWO-PART AN'i MS 1/0 —

Singly, Three. _NCi. oach.

. BATTISON HAYNES.
SIX DUETS (Sop. and Cont.) 2/6 —
SIX TWO-PART SONGS .. 2/6 —

OLIVER KING.
SIX DUETS iSop. and Cont.) 2,-6 —

JOHN KINROSS.
SONGS OF THE FOREST.

Siy Two-part Songs . . . . 1/0 —
Singly, Threepence each.

MENDELSSOHN. I!

THIRTEEN TWO - PART
SONGS 1;0

Tonic Sol-fa . . . . 0/8

THIRTEEN TWO - PART
SONGS .. .. Folio 2/6

THIRTEEN TWO - PART
SONGS (German and English) 1/6

MOORE.
IRISH MELODIES. Duets.. 1/0

GIRO PINSUTI.
SIX TWO-PART SONGS .. 2/6

SIX TWO - PART SONGS.
Second Set 2j6

CARL REINECKE.
TWELVE CANONS (for Two-

part Female Chorus or Two
Solo Voices) 1/6

RUBINSTEIN.
EIGHTEEN TWO - PART
SONGS 2/6

H. SMART.
NINE SACRED DUETS (Sop.

and Cont.) 2/6

SCHUMANN.
THIRTY - FIVE VOCAL
DUETS (German and Eng-

lish words) .

.

.

.

. . 2/6

CHARLES WOOD.
SIX TWO-PART SONGS.
For Solo Voices (or Female

Chorus) 2/6

S<9

a/0

m

London: NOVELLO AND COMPANY, Limited
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NOVELLO, EWER AND CO., NEW YORK.



Musk
NOVELLO'S

30 DAY USE
Edited bv Sir j

^les.

RY.

X. The Pianoforte E. Pauer
2. Thb Rudiments of Music W. H. Cummings
3. The Organ J. Stainer
4. The Harmonium King Hall
5. Singing A. Randegger
6. Speech in Song {Singer's Pronouncing Primer) A. J. Ellis, f.r.s.

7. Musical Forms E. Pauer
8. Harmony J. Stainer
g. Counterpoint J. F. Bridge

10. Fugue James Higgs
11. Scientific Basis of Music W.H.Stone
12. Double Counterpoint J. F. Bridge
13. Church Choir Training Rev. J. Troutbeck
14. Plain Sono Rev. T. Helmore
15. Instrumentation E. Prout
16. The Elements op the Beautiful in Music E. Pauer
17. The Violin , , ..Berthold Tours
18. Tonic Sol-pa J. Curwen
19. Lancashire Sol-fa James Greenwood
20. Composition J. Stainer
21. Musical Terms Stainer and Barrett
22. The Violoncello Jules de Swert
23. Two-part Exercises {396) James Greenwood
24- Double Scales Franklin Taylor
25. Musical Expression Mathis Lussy
26. Solfeggi (Both Notatioos) (or ia Thru Parts, zs. 6d. each).. Florence Marshall
27. Organ Accompaniment J. F. Bridge
28. The Cornet H. Brett
29. Musical Dictation. Part I. .• -. Dr. Ritter
30. Do. Do. Part II Dr. Ritter
31. Modulation Jamks Higgs
32. Double Bass A.C.White
32A. Appendix to Double Bass A.C.White
SS. Extemporization F. J. Sawyer
34. Analysis op Form, as displayed in Bbbthovbn's Pianoforte Sonatas

H. a. Harding
35. 500 Fugue Subjects AND Answers A. W. Marchant
36. Hand Gymnastics T. Ridley Prentice
37- Musical Ornamentation. Parti. E. Dannreuther
37A. Do. Do. Part II E. Dannreuther
38. Transposition J. Warrinbr
39. Thb Art op Training Choir Boys G. C. Martin
3gA. Do. Do. (Exercises only) ., .. G. C. Martin
40. Biooraphical Dictionary OP Musicians W. H. Cummings
41. Examples in Strict Counterpoint. Parti. ,. .. Gordon Saunders
41A. Do. Do. Part II. .. .. Gordon Saunders
42. Summary of Musical History C. H. H. Parry
43. Musical Gestures J. F. Bridge
43A. Rudiments IN Rhyme J. F. Bridge
44. Basses AND Melodies Ralph Dunstan
45. First Steps AT the Pianoforte Francesco Berqbr
46. A Dictionary of Pianists and Composers for the Pianoforte .. E. Pauer
47. Organ Pedal Technique. Parti. B.W.Horner
47A. Do. Do. Part II B.W.Horner
48. Twelve Trios BY Albrechtsberoer A. W. Marchant
49. Fifty Three-part Studies (Both Notations) J.E. Vernham
50. Choral Society Vocalisation I. Stainer
50A. Do. The Exercises Adapted & Arranged for Female Voices A. W. Marchant
51. Two-part Solfeggi James Higgs
52. History of THE Pianoforte A.J.Hipkins
53. Scales and Arpeggios Franklin Taylor
54. Sonata Form W. H. Hadow
55. A Dictionary of Violin Makers C. Stainer
56. Analysis of Bach's 48 Preludes and Fuoubs (or in Four Parts, is. each) F. Iliffe
57. Appendix to "Analysis op Form" H. A. Harding
58. Harmonization of Melodies J. E. Vernham

*59. " Braille " Music-Notation (To enable sighted teachers to instruct the blind)

E. Watson
60. Five-part Harmony F. E. Gladstone
61. The Viola Berthold Tours

(To be continued.)
* Published in paper boards only.

A ny of the above may be had strongly bound in boards, price td. each extra, with the exception
Nos. 5, 26, 37, 37 A, and 56, which are is. each extra; and Nos. 47A, 51, and 57,

which are only published in paper covers.

London: NOVELLO AND COMPANY, Limited.
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